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$100 Off Services
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plan your next event or party!

Precision Pilates Midwest Medical 
Aesthetics

Lavish A Boutique 
Marketplace

www.precisionpilateskc.com
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816-333-0183
$100 for month unlimited mat classes

(Reg. $225)
$250 for month unlimited reformer classes 

(Reg. $450)

(913) 327-7175
11213 Nall Ave, Suite 140 

Leawood, KS  66211
www.lookyourbest.net

HCG For Summer! Get in shape for summer 
with $50 off HCG. Must present coupon or 
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6411 N. Antioch Road
Gladstone, MO. 64119

816-454-8000
www.LavishKC.com

Mention this ad and receive 
15% off your entire purchase!

to receive even more HotDeals

“Good Pilates 
Changes Everything”

Heart to Heart
Introductions, Inc.

(913) 491-9110
www.hearttoheart.com

Mention this ad for your no-cost  
no-obligation consultation.

Permanent Cosmetics

(816) 943-8004 • Tina Rodriguez, CME
www.jbarnthousemd.com | I-435 & 
State Line • St. Joseph Medical Bldg.  A

10% off Permanent Eyeliner Procedure or10% 
off laser hair removal package (6 treatments)

aNu Aesthetics The Blue Bow

(816) 595-4011
www.anuaesthetics.com

TCA Chemical Peel $145 (regular $199)
Physician grade peel that is perfect after 
summer for sun and age spots, fine lines, 

wrinkles, and acne.

(913) 385-2583
Located just East of 90th & Roe

Mention this ad and get 20% off
of your entire purchase.

Kivisto Chiropractic

(913) 859-0282
www.kivistochiropractic.com

West 87th Street Overland Park, KS 66214
$29.95 for a first visit, including a 

complete comprehensive examination,
x-rays if necessary, treatment and 
electric acupuncture (a value of $260).

Sign up at herlifemagazine.com to receive even more HotDeals

Monkey Bizness

www.monkeybizness.com
913-780-2500 Olathe, KS

913-631-7000 Shawnee, KS
Two locations for your kids to “monkey 

around” Special:  $2.00 off open play (regular 
$7.50) One per family.  Open 7 days a week.

Doncaster

(832) 623-2827
www.doncaster.com

annmomeara@aol.com
Celebrating 80 years of Fashion

Suit Yourself Promotion~Save $125
Receive an invitation to Winter Trunk Show

Become a Wardrobe Consultant

Tushies & Tails

www.tushiesandtails.com
10% off entire purchase with

code HL1002.
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HEALTHY DIETING TIPS

throughout	the	year,	we	often	get	inspired	to	be	

healthier	versions	of	ourselves.	this	is	an	admirable	

goal,	and	lots	of	information	exists	to	help	us	reach	

our	goals.	however,	often	we	get	so	charged	up	

about	“making	a	change”	that	we	don’t	think	about	

the	healthiest	way	to	make	that	change	and	do	

what’s	best	for	ourselves,	our	lifestyles	and	our	

bodies.

KATIE HORNER

kansas	city’s	former	chief	meteorologist	katie	horner	opens	up	about	the	ebb	and	flow	of	her	industry,	

how	she	stays	in	shape,	her	book	about	helping	children	during	a	storm,	her	passion	for	the	susan	g.	

komen	foundation	and	life	after	kctv5.

COST OF LIVING COMPARISIONS

deciding	where	to	live	isn’t	easy.	there	are	the	

romantic	considerations	of	scenery,	distance	to	

relatives	and	the	flavor	of	a	city;	then	there	are	the	

nitty-gritty	considerations	of	what	it	really	costs	to	

live	somewhere.	like	any	other	financial	consider-

ations,	what	is	important	to	one	person	may	not	

matter	to	another.
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guys and gals are different. They certainly take on different 

roles in my household. I would not have it any other way, but 

if I were a guy…I wouldn’t be sitting here wrapping presents 

for the kids, family and friends! I also wouldn’t have been the one to 

carefully write out the list of what to buy and for whom. I wouldn’t 

make the decision regarding what they would like to have, and then 

going to the store to find it. No extra trips would be in my future, going 

to another store because they were out or didn’t have the correct size! I 

also wouldn’t be so concerned with all the wrapping paper matching on 

all the presents or the fact that I made equally as many trips to get extra 

ribbon, bows and cards. I would be fine with there not being a bow or 

ribbon or even having the wrapping paper match.

If I were a guy…I would be able to play 18 holes of golf without 

being frustrated. Watch a football game in sweats all day and root for my 

team in an outside voice! I would be able to have other “boys” over for 

dinner without spending all week planning out the menu, going to mul-

tiple grocery stores and liquor stores to find everyone’s favorite, instead I 

would probably by a case of beer and order Buffalo Wild Wings and call 

it a day.

If I were a guy…I would probably be a lot less stressed about the smallest details concerning the floor not being clean or remembering to 

buy toothpaste before we run out or making sure Peyton’s backpack is ready to go for Monday morning! I probably would also not care about Pey-

ton’s hair bows not matching her tights or making sure Griffin’s outfits weren’t too small or stained. I probably wouldn’t cry with every milestone 

that these two have had and have anxiety that they are growing up. 

Let’s be honest here, if I were a guy…I would be just as meticulous, but about different things. I’m so lucky to be a gal with my guy!

Happy Holidays!

HERLIFE | welcome

Lindsay Aydelotte

Jo in 	HERLIFE	magaz ine	on	facebook	and	stay	cur rent 	on	the	hottest 	events 	and	b iggest 	dea l s 	around	the	metro !	

centr a l 	va l ley 	 denver	 kansas 	c i ty 	 mi lwaukee	 minneapol i s 	 new	yor k	 south	 f lor ida

i f 	 i 	were	a	guy. . .

photo by heather morrow
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throughout the year, we often get inspired to be healthier 

versions of ourselves. This is an admirable goal, and lots 

of information exists to help us reach our goals. However, 

often we get so charged up about “making a change” that we don’t 

think about the healthiest way to make that change and do what’s 

best for ourselves, our lifestyles and our bodies.

REsEARCH Is YouR FRIEnD 

 Before you undergo any sort of exercise program or weight 

loss plan, the first step is to see your doctor. Although you may 

feel “healthy as a horse” and just want to lose some weight, you 

want someone on the inside of the medical profession, someone 

who can run tests and keep a watch on your body’s reactions, to 

see where you are now in order to guide you in the future. For 

example, you may have an underlying health issue that has never 

bothered you before but might cause problems if you suddenly 

start training for a marathon or dramatically cut your calories. Your 

physician is trained to help you and advise you on reasonable steps 

to good health, potential supplements and strategies to make new 

health goals work within your lifestyle. 

 

EAsY DoEs IT: sLow AnD sTEADY wIns THE RACE

In a desire to be healthier and lose weight “right now!” we 
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heal thy	diet ing	t ips
by vicky gilpin 

have a hard time sticking to the most effective methods of losing 

weight and staying healthy. For example, it is not uncommon for 

people to decide to start running five miles a day when they have 

never run—or even taken a walk around the block, aim to eat 

salads with no dressing for every meal when they detest the taste 

of lettuce, and plan to get up early every morning for a vigorous 

workout when they barely make it out their door in enough time to 

get to work as it is. Studies have demonstrated that people who lose 

weight in a healthy manner, a pound or so a week, will be more 

likely to keep it off. Those who engage in fast-track fad diets prom-

ising more than they can deliver or who decide to undergo radical 

changes that do not accurately fit their lifestyles are less likely to 

stick to their goals.

Know YouRsELF: “To THInE own sELF BE TRuE” 

Like the previous example, you don’t want to be the woman 

trying to get up at four in the morning to exercise when you 

regularly go to bed at midnight. Instead, you want to look at your 

schedule and your approach to life in order to find methods to 

healthy dieting that work for you or you won’t stick with it. For 

some women, just increasing movement during their daily routine 

helps greatly and takes very little work. For example, by parking a 

little farther out instead of circling the parking lot can add some 

Continued on next page



movement to your life. You could also take 

the stairs instead of the elevator. Now, if 

you work on the 14th floor, deciding to 

take the stairs from the lobby up when 

you usually dash into the elevator will not 

only leave you a sopping mess, it isn’t very 

healthy. Instead, you could take the eleva-

tor to the12th floor, get off, and walk the 

steps to the 14th, increasing the number of 

floors you walk as you feel ready. 

If you usually get the fast food or diner 

breakfast special every day, deciding to have 

nothing but black coffee for breakfast will 

not be a healthy alternative. If you are used 

to eating in the morning, eat! However, 

make it healthy—grab an apple or a couple 

of bananas to get something healthy in your 

system when you’re used to eating. Know 

yourself: if you’re a late-night snacker, 

then work might not be the big pitfall area; 

instead, you may need to go through your 

house to eradicate anything you could 

snack on that isn’t healthy. This can be very 

difficult when you have children with dif-

ferent schedules and needs, but just think: 

if the sugar bomb cereal that you could just 

see yourself eating dry in front of the TV 

just because “it’s there” isn’t good for you, 

is it really that good for your kids, either? 

Many organic or otherwise healthier op-

tions exist for the whole family; this is why 

initial research is so important.

BEwARE THE PoTEnTIAL PITFALLs

Late-night snacking and working 

around family members with different eat-

ing habits and desires can be one potential 

pitfall to success. Other people or “danger-

HERLIFEMAGAZINE.COM    21
Continued on next page

“if	you	usually	get	
the	fast	food	or	diner	
breakfast	special	every	
day,	deciding	to	have	

nothing	but	black	coffee	
for	breakfast	will	not	be	
a	healthy	alternative.”
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ous” eating situations are others. Often, work meetings occur at 

restaurants, and restaurants are not designed for healthy eating. If 

you can, look up the health information online for restaurants your 

coworkers usually choose, so you can make the healthiest decision. 

Sometimes it is better to have a salad you pick at or a veggie plate 

you nibble on to be social and healthy snacks back at the office 

than to not go, make a big deal out of trying to lose weight or eat 

anything you want.

If you do not go to office activities, you are cutting yourself 

off from, in some jobs, a necessary part of corporate culture. If you 

make a big deal out of losing weight, you may be hit with more 

advice than you can handle or have to deal with intentional or un-

intentional sabotage-artist. Really, you wanting to be healthy is no 

one’s business but your own, and you don’t need to be thinking of 

other people’s expectations while you are involved with your own. 

Finally, if you prepare ahead, you won’t just eat whatever sounds 

yummiest and feel like the rest of the day is already ruined. In-

stead, get the healthiest thing on the menu and eat it slowly. You’ll 

be surprised how long you can make a veggie tray or something last 

if you are actually paying more attention to your companions than 

your food; in addition, eating slowly is better for your digestion!

With these steps, you can start your path, a path solely yours, 

fashioned for your needs, schedule and lifestyle in a healthy way! ■
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wouldn’t it be awesome to look on your calendar and 

realize you have a dental appointment this week and 

that you were actually looking forward to it? While you 

sit there and roll your eyes, I can assure you that having a dental exam 

can be something to which you look forward, especially if you are a 

patient at Raintree Family Dental Care. 

Let me introduce you to Dr. Dennis Ziegenhorn, D.D.S. Known 

as “Dr. Dez” to just about everyone, his passion alone for his profession 

as a dentist will leave you feeling inspired to make sure you always take 

care of those pearly whites of yours.

In his Lee’s Summit office, located at 3751 Hollywood Drive, you 

will notice a warm, friendly and welcoming environment. Even on 

your first visit, you will feel like part of the family. That’s just the way 

Dr. Dez rolls. He wants you to feel comfortable here, and if you are 

one of those folks who harbors a bit of anxiety when it comes to having 

your teeth cleaned, one visit with Dr. Dez and staff should quickly turn 

that around.

“In all honesty, it wouldn’t be normal if someone didn’t say they 

disliked going to the dentist,” smiled Dr. Dez. “However, at Raintree 
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raintree	fami ly	
denta l  care

by ann e. butenas    |    photography by kell i  higgins of studio k photography

Family Dental Care, we want to provide an environment that makes 

each of our patients feel secure, welcomed and relaxed. I wouldn’t 

want it any other way.”

This friendly, intelligent and skilled dentist studied at the Univer-

sity of Missouri School of Dentistry and enjoys the variety of what his 

job as a general dentist allows him to do. “As a general dentist, I get to 

do something different every day,” he noted. “Instead of specializing in 

just one area, we offer services that encompass a wide range of dental 

“instead	of	specializing	in	just	
one	area,	we	offer	services	that	

encompass	a	wide	range	of	
dental	care	needs,	such	as	fillings,	

root	canals,	dentures,	tooth	
extractions,	veneers,	whitening	

and	cosmetic	work.”



care needs, such as fillings, root canals, den-

tures, tooth extractions, veneers, whitening 

and cosmetic work. We can also fit a patient 

with Invisalign braces. However, for certain 

procedures, such as wisdom teeth extractions, 

we refer those matters out to specialists.”

As one who enjoys keeping pace with 

the continual changes in technology, Dr. Dez 

stays at the forefront of the latest in proce-

dures and equipment. “Our entire office is 

paperless now,” he emphasized. “We also 

use digital x-rays, which are more precise 

and which also mean less radiation for the 

patient.”

Did you ever think you could relax while 

sitting in a dental chair? You can now, as each 

chair has a TV for viewing while Dr. Dez 

and his skilled technicians go to work on your 

teeth. In fact, you will be so comfortable; you 

may not even notice they are there!

As part of the Heartland Dental Group, 

Dr. Dez opened his facility in Lee’s Summit 

over two and a half years ago. While he does 

offer a relaxing setting, he is also very focused 

on educating his patients on proper dental 

care, especially when it comes to the basics, 

as by simply tending to brushing and flossing 

properly, you can potentially ward off gum 

disease down the road. “Gum disease is not 

something that is just limited to the mouth,” 

stressed Dr. Dez. “The bacteria that results in 

gum disease can lead to heart problems, dia-

betes and other serious health issues. I want 

to ensure that my patients understand how to 

take care of their teeth and gums properly.”

Dr. Dez noted that gum disease, also 

known as early gingivitis, is reversible. “This 

is noted when your gums become red and in-

flamed,” he said. “It’s important to maintain a 

twice-daily regimen of brushing and flossing. 

When brushing, you should use a soft brush 

and brush in big circles for two minutes. If 

you tend to scrub hard, you can hurt your 

gums.”

Periodontitis, on the other hand, is not 

reversible, and this disease actually begins to 

eat away at the bone and destroys the teeth. “It 

is so important with periodontitis that we treat 

and maintain the teeth and gums, and that 

the patient stays on top of his or her home 
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care while also making regular visits to the 

dentist,” said Dr. Dez.

It’s clearly obvious that Dr. Dez enjoys 

helping his patients, but that desire to help 

people extends beyond the four walls of his 

office. In fact, every fall during the months of 

October, November and December, Dr. Dez 

and his staff of two business assistants, two 

hygienists, and two dental assistants, encour-

age their patients to bring in canned goods 

which they will donate to area food shelters 

and pantries. In return, patients will receive a 

free fluoride treatment.

“Last year, we collected nearly 600 cans,” 

said Dr. Dez. “This year, we hope to do even 

more than that. It’s important for us to be an 

active part of our community and to give back 

in any way we can.” ■
For more information on Raintree Family 

Dental Care, visit them on the web at 

www.raintreefamilydentalcare.com or call them 

at 816-623-3563. 
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fash ion	trends	mak ing	
a 	retro	return
by candi smith

many of today’s celebrities are rock-

ing the red carpet showing off their 

inner glamour girl or Bohemian 

babe. Stars such as Gwen Stefani, Katie Perry, 

Nicole Richie and Paris Hilton are bringing 

sultry back with looks ranging from corsets to 

trouser pants. While it may appear to be new 

and fresh to today’s young fashionistas, many 

of these fads have been raving the runways for 

decades.

 Consider the little black dress (LBD), a 

standard in most women’s closets. Believe it           

     or not, when Coco Chanel first introduced  

         this now iconic fashion staple to the 

  industry in the 1930s, it was not well-

 received. Black had historically been 

worn to funerals or for those in mourn-

ing. However, as women began to recognize 

the functionality of having a “go to” dress that 

could be worn for many occasions, its popu-

larity soared and continues today. You can 

find the LBD in the workplace, paired with 

a blazer and pumps, or on the dance floor, 

accentuated with blinged-out jewelry and sexy 

come-hither heels.

Another fashion trend that’s making a 

comeback is the trouser pant, especially in the 

jean arena. Katherine Hepburn, a 1940s ac-

tress known for her ability to mix strength and 

seductiveness, wasn’t afraid to be a woman 

in a man’s world when she paired pants with 

feminine shirts. Modern women are updating 

the look by adding complementary pieces to 

their pants such as over-the-top jewelry and 

froufrou blouses.

Next, let’s talk about the skinny skirt, also 

known as the pencil skirt. We’ve seen stars 

like Beyoncé and Christina Aguilera sport this 

booty-binding, leg-lengthening style. But they 

have Dior and First Lady Jackie Kennedy to 

thank for putting it in the public eye in the 

early 1960s. With its hemline hitting below 

the knee, the skinny skirt makes the state-

ment, “I’m sexy but not sleazy.” Pair this piece 

with very high heels and a shirt that won’t 

detract from the cut of the skirt.

The fashions from the late 60s and 

early 70s reflected the mixture of rebellion 

and rock-n-roll that became emblematic of 

the hippie culture. Hemlines rose to “barely 

there” dimensions, as did the blood pressure 

of boys! And while micro-minis waned in their 

popularity, you can still find modern minis 

that look great paired with leggings or pat-

terned hosiery. Mix things up with colorful, 

chunky jewelry and you’ve got a look that puts 

what	do	you	think	of	when	an	article	of	clothing	is	described	as	

classic ,	v intage	or	retro?	does	 it	rec all	fashion	flops	that	c ame	and	

went,	or	does	 it	evoke	couture	that	never	goes	out	of	style?

“while	micro-minis	waned	in	their	popularity,	
you	can	still	find	modern	minis	that	look	great	

paired	with	leggings	or	patterned	hosiery.”



the fun back in funky.

     Other influences from the Age of Aquarius include the bikini 

(now modified to accommodate all shapes and sizes), flare-legged 

pants, headbands, head scarves and long skirts. Designers cleverly 

incorporated themes from nature into their designs, recognizing that 

many women eschewed couture for comfort. This era brought us 

whimsical floral and polka dot patterns, and jewelry adorned with 

feathers and beads. Our modern spin on these classics showcases 

feather hair extensions, exotic headbands and long patterned skirts 

with plunging necklines such as those designed by the late Alexander 

McQueen.

The decadent 70s brought in an element of glitz and glitter, 

along with daring designs that included platform heels (worn by Elton 

“you	can	find	the	lbd	in	
the	workplace,	paired	with	a	
blazer	and	pumps,	or	on	the	
dance	floor,	accentuated	with	

blinged-out	jewelry	and	
sexy	come-hither	heels.”
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John then and currently copied by Lady GaGa), and scintillating see-

through tops and bottoms with lots of spandex and sparkle. Disco dust 

was the brainchild for what we now call bling!

When I think of the 80s, immediately the fashion trends set by 

Madonna come to mind. Her moxie sparked an entire generation of 

young women to mingle diamonds with denim, and leather with lace. 

To top off the look, all that was needed was a pair of sleek sunglasses, 

layers of bracelets and a sassy headpiece. Many of today’s young 

celebrities, especially the starlets being made famous on the Disney 

Channel, are mimicking this fashion icon.

And when Brooke Shields dared anything to come between her 

and her Calvin Klein jeans, she sparked a trend that continues over 30 

years later. Denim became popular with women in the 70s with Levi’s 

and Gloria Vanderbilt being the go-to brands of choice. However, 

when designers like Klein, Vidal Sassoon and Guess began making 

jeans to beautify bodies, a long-term relationship with women and their 

jeans was born. Today’s jeans are designed to accentuate or detract 

from the parts of a woman’s body as she chooses. And with a wide 

variety of available fabrics, embellishments, rinses and cuts, jeans can 

be worn by anyone, anytime, anywhere.

Designers in the new millennium are putting a fresh face to 

flashback favorites. So enjoy these fashion blasts from the past while 

they last! ■
Sources for this article included www.glamour.com and 

www.cpcheer.com.
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it was a defining moment for on-the-air weather forecast-

ing. In May 2003, Kansas City experienced its biggest 

tornado since the Ruskin Heights storm of 1957. Katie 

Horner had been on the air talking viewers through the 

storm, giving advice on what to expect. It was 9:30 p.m. and 

the other forecasters had gone off the air. She had a decision 

to make; take a break or continue on the air. Katie decided 

to rally.

“I told management I wanted to stay on the air,” says 

Katie, something that hadn’t been done to that extent in 

KCTV5 history. “Even though the tornado had passed, 

there was another line of storms coming,” she adds, “and 

people were scared and I wanted management to let me 

give the viewers comfort that this new line of storms wasn’t 

going to hurt them. So we stayed on.” That decision shot 

Katie’s popularity for severe weather coverage through the 

roof. Feedback from all around the metro poured into the 

station, solidifying her not only as a serious meteorologist 

but the most caring among her peers.

Station management struggled to find the right bal-

ance between making sure every viewer from the metro to 

the surrounding rural communities had storm information 

and yet not continually interrupting programming. Because 

of this, the station and Katie suffered a backlash. “But when 

KCTV5 hired a new News Director from Oklahoma, and a 

new General Manager from St. Louis, their thought process 

changed what we were doing and made sense of severe 

weather coverage for KC. We are able to utilize our other 

station, KSMO to maintain non-stop coverage when the 

storm is outside the immediate Kansas City area. We imple-
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Katie Horner
a	force	of	
nature	all	
her	own
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mented the plan in 2009 and received very few complaints. Our com-

mitment to being there for every one of our viewers never changed.”

Katie was Kansas City’s only female Chief Meteorologist and one 

of few in the nation. She found it natural to connect with her viewers 

and as a mom, she knows the importance of not only wanting to keep 

your kids safe, but having them feel safe too. “When I was a little girl 

growing up in Bellevue, Nebraska, I remember running home under a 

green sky to the sound of tornado sirens. We huddled in our basement 

many times as tornadoes threatened our neighborhood. After storms 

passed, our church was always involved in the clean-up efforts. Those 

memories are fresh in my mind when I am on the air helping our 

viewers through severe weather. A calm, informative, caring voice can 

be the most helpful thing when 

chaos is all around.”

Katie’s desire to keep Kansas 

City safe had her channeling 

her talents into a book called 

Brainstorming: A Creative Guide 

to Help Parents and Children 

Through Severe Weather. “Brain-

storming was inspired after several 

tornado outbreaks,” she says. “Par-

ents and children would come up 

to me and say you really helped 

my child through that storm, and 

we want to know where the best place in our house is to go in that 

storm, how do we calm our children’s fears about thunder, etc. I kept 

getting all these questions so I looked through the books at the library 

and at the stores and I couldn’t find anything written about helping 

families during a storm.”

Done in colorful illustrations, the book explains how storms 

form, understanding a tornado, lightning safety and tools in helping 

your child through any fears. Activities and science projects are dotted 

throughout the book to do with your child. “The book is written spe-

cifically for parents to read with children. I went to a child psychiatrist 

to make sure it was grounded in good behavioral psychology. It shows 

families what to do before, during and after a storm.”

Katie also partners with Mad Science in a program called Weath-

er Wise and Wonderful, an outreach to get kids turned onto science. 

“We go into schools and different organizations and I put on a lab coat 

and we share with kids about the fun side of science. What makes the 

weather tick? What creates a tornado? How does snow happen? It‘s fun 

for them and it brings a higher learning about our weather.”

Katie loves living life. And with the same emotion that she 

used to naturally reach through the camera and connect in your 

living room, she connects with life. You can find her slicing down a 

14,000-foot mountain in Colorado or skydiving 16,000 feet with the 

Army’s Golden Knights. Among other thrilling adventures is hot air 

ballooning, bungee jumping and swimming in a shark tank, and yes, 

the shark was present. She has 

completed the MS 150, Wheels 

to Weston and Ride the Rockies, 

a 500-mile bike ride through 

Colorado’s mountain passes. But 

she admits her favorite hobby 

is competing in triathlons. “I 

don’t consider myself a serious 

competitor; more on the friendly 

side of competing. I spend about 

an hour a day either running, 

biking or swimming to train for 

the triathlon. I love being active 

and when you’re active, it helps keep you healthy but most importantly 

helps you deal with the stresses of life.”

Katie’s 18-year career on TV has made her a familiar face in KC. 

She utilizes it as a platform to help several organizations throughout 

the metro. She is honored to help the Autism Alliance 5K, the Ameri-

can Red Cross and the American Heart Association, but admits her 

passion is for the Susan G. Komen for the Cure Foundation where, for 

years she emceed their annual 5k event and Survivor Luncheon. “My 

heart is with the Susan G. Komen Foundation,” she says. “Though 

I know every person is at risk of getting breast cancer, I am very con-

cerned for my littlest daughters. Breast cancer runs in my family and 

we don’t know if the children carry the breast cancer gene, but I want 

“done	in	colorful	illustrations,	the	
book	explains	how	storms	form,	

understanding	a	tornado,	lightning	
safety	and	tools	in	helping	

your	child	through	any	fears.”
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to do everything I can to ensure that treatment and prevention continue to progress. This is why 

I wanted KCTV5 to partner with the organization. In addition to the Race for the Cure, we do 

Buddy Check 5.” 

She sincerely hopes KCTV will continue promoting Buddy Check 5. Buddy Check 5 is a 

reminder to women (and men) to perform a self-breast exam on the 5th of every month and to 

remind their “buddy” to do one, as well. “I know some people think it‘s a little uncomfortable to 

be talking about touching your breasts with your daughter in the commercial. But our point is 

no matter what age, the more comfortable you are checking your breasts, the more likely you’re 

going to know if something’s wrong. You are 

more likely to do the exam every month if you 

have a buddy to remind you.”

With several degrees under her belt and 

a penchant for mentoring women who want 

to get started in the industry, Katie advocates 

for her profession but warns it can be very 

stressful. She has sound advice on weathering 

the storms of life. “The TV weather busi-

ness can wear you out fast. You work awful 

hours, miss holidays, are on call 24/7 and are 

constantly the focus of viewers love or hate. 

You have to dance through the storm, analogy 

intended.” she says. “The storm is my visual. 

When I am in the midst of a storm (figurative 

or literal), I remind myself that it will not last 

forever. The sun will come out again. I sense 

the pattern of storm and sunshine is cyclical. 

Just as I know the sun will come out again, 

I also know another storm is brewing. This 

realization keeps me mentally stable. You 

could go crazy if you allow yourself to get real 

high when things are good and real sad when 

things are bad. When I see myself down in the 

storm I’ll tell myself it’ll be okay, I can ride 

this out and keep my head above it. Because 

with family, friends and faith you can ride 

through it and you’ll have a story to tell on the 

other side.”

On November 2nd, Katie signed off 

the air from KCTV5. Although her course is 

uncharted and she is unsure what lies on the 

horizon, one thing stays constant and true 

for her; everything always works out. The 

feedback from Katie leaving has been over-

whelming. She says the tremendous amount 

of emails and the wonderful comments that 

Kansas City viewers have expressed has made 

her realize how many lives she touched and 

how grateful she is that she has been a huge 

part of the community. What is her forecast 

for her own personal journey? “I believe that 

when one door closes another always opens. 

Sometimes we can’t see what lies ahead for us 

but at the end of the day, when you look back, 

you see how every twist, turn, ups and downs, 

brings you to a better moment in your life.” ■
Katie is still looking for her next career 

move, if  you have any ideas, please let her 

know. She can be reached by email at 

katie@sealapproval.com.

“buddy	check	5	is	a	reminder	to	women	
(and	men)	to	perform	a	self-breast	exam	
on	the	5th	of	every	month	and	to	remind	

their	‘buddy’	to	do	one,	as	well.”
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“i	believe	that	when	

one	door	closes	another	

always	opens.	sometimes	

we	can’t	see	what	lies	

ahead	for	us	but	at	the	

end	of	the	day,	when	you	

look	back,	you	see	how	

every	twist,	turn,	ups	

and	downs,	brings	you	

to	a	better	moment	

in	your	life.”	



i dare you to walk into Sugar Mamma’s 

Bakery in Briarcliff Village and not use the 

word “cute” at least 17 times. The turquoise 

walls, the little chandeliers, the black and 

white damask and the cozy sitting areas all 

made me positively giddy with an overwhelm-

ing urge to squeal, “Oh my gosh! It’s so cute!” 

So I did. It’s moments like this when I’m 

thankful to have been born a girl.

Add to the ambiance, the picture perfect 

sweet treats all lined up behind curved glass 

cases and you feel a bit of nostalgia for the 

days spent playing with Barbie’s Dream House 

while mom’s baking wafted out of the kitchen.

 I was immediately greeted by Earl and 

Debbie Wetzel, whom I’m pretty sure are 

living out every girl’s fantasy of owning an 

adorable bakery that sells jumbo cupcakes, 

cookies, pastries, truffles, and almost every 

other delicious morsel imaginable. 

The Wetzel’s passion was infectious 

as they gushed about head baker Amanda 

McCay’s daily creations, which include 

everything from dozens of cupcake flavors 

(even liquor-infused originals like White 

Russian, Margarita and Champagne) and the 

appropriately named Chocolate Dream Pie, 

to more seasonal sins like the Pumpkin Cake 

Balls. But the Wetzels don’t stop there. Sugar 

Mamma’s is a bakery that is way beyond just 

another cupcake place. 
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by charity ohlund
photography by eric wright

“if	you	can	dream	it,	
she	can	do	it.”

Sugar Mama’s
Bakery
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german	chocolate

red	velvet

vanilla

lemon

strawberry

raspberry	lemonade

passion	for	peanut	butter	

hostess	with	the	mostess

crazy	for	cookie	dough

butterlicious

razzle	dazzle

dreamcicle

boston	cream	pie

expresso	me

creme	de	menthe

blackberry	frost

cocoloco

cocolime

pink	almond

pina’colada

banana	split

cherries	Jubalie

snickerdoodle

cinnamon	toast	crunch	

rootbeer	float

pb	&	J

In addition to citywide delivery and full catering services, Sugar Mamma’s sets itself apart 

in some delectably unique ways. Take, for example, the popularity of their private parties 

for occasions such as birthdays, baby showers, bridal showers and even bachelorette parties, 

where the whole shop shuts down while up to 18 guests decorate their own cupcakes and 

aprons. (I’ll say it again – cute!)

But the Wetzels are perhaps most proud to be one of only a few elite bakeries to offer 3D 

or sculpture cakes. Think Cake Boss. But the boss of cakes at Sugar Mamma’s is a talented 

woman named Julie Smith. And her creations…jaw dropping!

“If you can dream it, she can do it,” Earl says. “She made a replica of the Titanic for a 

birthday party, and she honored troops returning home from Iraq with a very detailed tank 

cake, complete with soldiers in uniform. They really got a kick out of that.”

As I sipped on The Roasterie’s Christopher Elbow coffee blend (Sugar Mamma’s also 

has its own custom Roasterie blend), I thought, “Yup, this place is everything a girl could ever 

dream.”

But just then, two burly UPS drivers walked in and Debbie greeted them by name. And 

they weren’t making a delivery; they were gazing into the cases with stars in their eyes. She 
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Almond” cupcake, a delicate almond cake with pink butter cream and 

a chocolate dipped cherry.

Always eat dessert first, of course, but if you are craving something 

savory, Sugar Mamma’s serves breakfast and lunch with temptations 

like homemade biscuits and gravy and rather amazing corn chowder.

Sugar Mamma’s is a throwback to a sweeter time. Debbie and 

Earl know their customers by name and run the place like the home-

town bakery we all like to imagine. They will even take that chicken 

scratch recipe your grandmother wrote out 30 years ago and make it for 

you. “We aren’t some big franchise,” says Debbie. “With a little notice, 

we’ll do anything for our customers.”

How cute is that? ■
Sugar Mama’s Bakery is located 

at 4173 Mulberry, Kansas City, MO 

64116. For more information, visit 

www.sugarmammasbakery.com or call 

816-437-8044. Hours: Mon – Sat 

7 am – 6 pm (holiday hours); 

Sun – 12 pm – 5 pm (holiday hours).

A self-professed foodie whose kitchen essentials include bacon, blue cheese, a French press and Sriracha, 
Charity Ohlund can be found eating her way through Kansas City's culinary scene with her executive chef 

husband. Her food and restaurant writing has been published in Reader's Digest and KC Magazine and on Frothy-
Girlz.com and Yahoo.com. Charity graduated from the University of Kansas with a journalism degree in 1998. She 

worked for Fairmont Hotels and Resorts in Scottsdale and Chicago as head concierge. Moving to KC in 2006, 
Charity was wowed (and grateful) to find that the culinary scene holds its own against bigger cities. She worked 
at The Capital Grille in KC for several years as a server. The Food Network is the background noise in her house.

whispered that one of them usually buys the macaroons by the dozen. 

What? Dudes come in here? Regularly? That could only mean one 

thing. Yes, this place is cute, but it must also be truly delicious. “I’m 

going to need to try one of those macaroons right away,” I said.

Now I consider myself a coconut connoisseur. If it has that tropi-

cal, sugary stuff, I’m ordering it. This is especially true of macaroons. 

I’ve had macaroons from San Francisco to New York and many cities 

between. I am here to evangelize to you today, my friends. If you love 

macaroons, get thyself to Sugar Mamma’s immediately. 

The tasting didn’t end there, thanks be to God. There was the 

signature cupcake called “Addicted to Love,” a chocolate smorgasbord 

of chocolate cake, lightly whisked chocolate cream mouse filling, 

chocolate ganache, chocolate butter cream, and a chocolate dipped 

strawberry.  

The Key Lime Bar was like the delicious offspring of a great 

lemon bar and Key Lime Pie. The “Hostess with the Mostess” cupcake 

is a humorous play on a Hostess Ding Dong with chocolate cake, 

creamy whipped vanilla filling, and chocolate butter cream with a 

creamy vanilla dollop on top. Finally, before I burst, I had the “Pink 
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can be well on your way to successfully incorporating herbs into your 

cooking. 

Cooking with herbs is all about experimenting, enjoying and 

branching out with your food. Like with anything, the more you utilize 

herbs in cooking, the more intuitive you will become at knowing when 

to incorporate herbs in your recipes and what herbs to include based 

on what you are cooking. 

The following guide was created to assist home cooks in identify-

ing, pairing and utilizing select culinary herbs in their own kitchen. 

Although not comprehensive, this list contains some of the most com-

mon kitchen herbs found in recipes. 

Basil

Basil comes in many varieties with Thai basil and sweet basil be-

ing the most common. Sweet and peppery in flavor, basil is also known 

for its strong, pungent aroma. It is a popular herb used in Mediterra-

nean and Italian cooking, as well as a delicious addition to vegetables. 

In order to maintain its flavor, basil is typically added either chopped 

or whole during the final moments of cooking time. 

Chives

Chives are a member of the onion family and as a result, have a 

mild onion taste. Those who do not enjoy the overpowering strength 

of regular onions will appreciate the delicate flavor chives can provide. 

Chives are a versatile herb with many uses in cooking. Simply chop up 

some chives, and toss a handful into soups, salads, pasta or other dishes 

to give them a mild boost of onion flavor. Chives are also a great addi-

tion to potatoes as well as scrambled eggs and omelets. 

Dill

One of the most delicate-looking herbs, dill is anything but in 

flavor. Dill can be described as tangy with a hint of lemon. When 

cooking with dill, it is important to remember that because of its over-

all strength, a little bit of dill can go a very long way. Although the most 

common use for dill is their use in giving flavor to pickled cucumbers, 

dill adds wonderful taste dimension to chicken, fish, sauces, marinades 

and dips as well. 

Cooking with fresh herbs is a simple way to add to and enrich 

the flavor, appearance and nutritional value of any dish you 

cook. Once you begin cooking with herbs, you will discover 

how easy it is to transform a plain, ordinary meal into one with a deli-

cious flavor profile all its own.

Although cooking with herbs is simple, sometimes knowing how 

to get started can be overwhelming. Whether you grow your own herbs 

or buy them at your local farmers’ market, you can easily incorporate 

using herbs into your own cooking. With a basic knowledge of herbs, 

the foods they best complement, and how to prep and use them, you 
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Cooking With Herbs
by kristen doyle



OreganO

If you have ever experienced an authentic marinara or a really 

great pizza, chances are you have experienced the taste of oregano. 

Warm and mild in nature, oregano originated in Italy and was often 

referred to as “the pizza spice.” Oregano can be paired with a wide 

variety of foods and is versatile among cuisines. Even though it is often 

used in Italian cuisine, you will find oregano goes well with chicken, 

fish, beef and vegetables. 

rOsemary

Rosemary is a common herb with a unique, pine-like scent. The 

mild yet distinctive flavor of rosemary makes it a popular herb utilized 

in many recipes. Rosemary pairs well with chicken, fish, beef and 

vegetables, as well as savory breads. 

Herbs not only provide excellent flavor to a dish, but do they also 

have significant health and nutritional value? Herbs have been used for 

centuries as a part of holistic health and healing programs. In addition, 

most herbs contain antioxidants, essential oils and vitamins, which can 

increase the nutritional value of each meal they are used in. Simply by 

adding herbs to what you are cooking, you can give your meal an extra 

boost in flavor and nutrition!

Branch out and begin experimenting with fresh herbs. Once you 

do, you’ll find it hard to turn to anything else to add an extra bit of 

flavor to your cooking. ■
Source: Kansas State Extension Office herb buying guide. 
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S low Cooker Cof fee Beef  Roast

1 5-6 pound beef roast

4 garlic cloves, minced

10 ounces bold coffee 

(Super easy to brew just 10 ounces 

with the Keurig!)

salt and pepper to taste

Ingredients: 

1. Place whole roast beef in a large slow cooker / crock-pot. 

2. Spread minced garlic all over roast beef.

3. Pour bold coffee over roast beef.

4. Cook on low setting for 8 hours or high setting for 4 hours.

5. Shred and serve on buns or slice and serve. ■

Instructions: 

recipes and photos by kristen doyle
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Tur key Pot P ie
1 recipe for a double crust pie (or 

store bought double pie crust)

4 tablespoons butter, divided

1 small onion, diced

1 stalk celery, chopped

1 cup cooked corn

1 cup cooked peas

3 tablespoons Italian seasoning

salt and pepper to taste

2 cubes chicken bouillon

2 cups water

2 cups cooked turkey, cubed

3 tablespoons all-purpose flour

½ cup milk

Ingredients: 

1. Preheat oven to 425°F.

2. Press bottom pie crust into a 10-inch pie pan and set aside.

3. Melt 2 tablespoons of butter in a large skillet over medium heat; add the 

onion, celery, corn, peas, Italian seasoning, salt and pepper. Cook and stir until 

the vegetables are warmed through. Stir in the bouillon and water. Bring mixture 

to a boil.

4. In a medium saucepan, melt the remaining 2 tablespoons of butter. Stir in the 

turkey and flour. Add the milk and heat through. 

5. Stir the turkey mixture into the vegetable mixture. Cook until thickened.

6. Pour the mixture into the unbaked pie shell. Add top crust to top of filing. 

Flute edges and make slits in the top crust.

7. Bake in a preheated oven for 15 minutes. Reduce oven temperature to 350°F 

and continue baking for 30 minutes or until crust is golden brown. ■

Instructions: 

Healthy Smiles  Healthy Child

Pediatric Dental Specialist for Children & Teens
Glenn V. Hemberger, D.D.S., M.S.

We are excited and privileged to provide comprehensive dental and 
orthodontic care for children and teens including 

those with special needs.

New Patients call today!

(913) 345-0331
hembergerpediatricdental.com

8575 W. 110th, Ste. 310
Overland Park, KS 66210

Meet Dr. Hemberger & his team...
Why choose us? Our Expertise:
• American Board Certified Pediatric Dentist for over thirty years.

• Recipient of the prestigious Kansas Dentist of the Year 2010 Award.

• Served as Secretary, Vice-President and President of the Kansas Dental Association.

• Recipient of The Humanitarian Award from the Kansas Fifth District Dental Society.

• Pediatric Dental Coordinator for the Kansas Mission of Mercy since 2002.

• Appointed by the Governor to ser ve as a member of the Kansas Dental Board.

• Our team of Dental Hygienists have over 20 years experience in Pediatric Dentistry.

• Our office & dental assistants team has over 20 years of pediatric dental experience.

Your Child is Our Commitment

y!
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Ah, the holidays. Just thinking of 

the approaching season can trigger 

memories of homemade cookies 

baking in the oven...or it triggers hives, in 

the form of holiday stress. There’s enough on 

everyone’s “To Do” list for the holidays. Let’s 

not add “Choosing a Holiday Wine.” 

 Choosing a wine around the holidays 

doesn’t have to be stressful. In fact, it can be 

downright jolly. Whether you’re planning 

your family’s holiday menu or if old St. Nick 

is delivering wine as a gift, it really comes 

down to the budget. And with the economy 

still floundering, most folks are opting for a 

nice middle-of-the-road choice...if not thrifty. 

But what to choose. The wine shelves 

of a liquor store can be overwhelming on a 

normal day, let alone the holidays. And while 

it can be temping to go with old reliable...

maybe try out a new label and region. Maybe 

a lesser-known region; in the realm of Greece, 

South Africa, Austria, Argentina and the like. 

Or right down your road to a neighborhood 

vino spot if you have one. Keep in mind; it’s 
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Home for the Holidays. . .
and the Wine

by kelly jo mcdonnell   |   photography by cy dodson

become apparent that the price of a bottle 

of wine doesn’t always dictate the quality. It 

does pay to shop around. Some of the “off the 

trend map” regions can have some of the best 

wines without the hefty price tag. If you know 

some of the wine folks at your neighborhood 

liquor store, great! If not, you’ll meet them as 

you shop. Just like when you’re shopping for 

shoes or jeans, you will get a vibe from the 

salesperson, and the trustworthiness of their 

knowledge. 

 Before you head out to your preferred 

wine-shopping pad, take a look at the holiday 

menu. Then take a look at the budget. Keep it 

simple if you can. If roast beef is cropping up 

on the menu, stick with the “gangsters” of the 

wine groups (as I like to call them). They’re 

big dudes. A Cabernet Sauvignon is a safe bet, 

along with a Merlot or a Syrah. The dudes 

are big and bold wines, and match well with 

roast beef, venison tenderloin, leg of lamb or 

rib roast recipes. Baked ham instead? How 



about a dry Riesling, which is a classic with many pork-based dishes. 

Perhaps a lighter red like Pinot Noir or Beaujolais. Goose or duck? 

They are fattier birds, so try red wines that have some bang for their 

buck, like Syrah/Shiraz and richer versions of Pinot Noir and Zinfan-

del. Traditional turkey more your speed for the holidays? Light reds 

with some fruitiness are good choices, for example a fruity Zinfandel, 

Chianti Classico or an organic Pinot Noir. If you need a white wine 

for Grandma, lean towards Sauvignon Blanc. Other faves tend to be 

Gewürztraminer and Chardonnay. 

Holidays are all about family, right? So why not trust the “family 

knows best” motto, and consult a family winery for your shopping 

needs? For a great number of wine producers, the winemaking is their 

family business. Winemaking secrets and traditions are passed down 

among generations of some families. If time allows and before the 

snow flies in some areas of the county, visit a vineyard in your area. 

They can also be great places to choose wine as a gift, as you have 

experts roaming around to help you. 

“For a great number of wine 
producers, the winemaking is 

their family business. Winemaking 
secrets and traditions are 

passed down among 
generations of some families.”
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The fall and early winter in the Midwest has been milder than 

normal, so vineyards have been enjoying the extended season. This 

mild weather triggered a visit on my part to Wisconsin just this month 

to visit a relatively new vineyard in the hills of Wisconsin. There, 

nestled in a wooded valley, is Vino in the Valley, a charming, five-

year-old vineyard owned by Larry Brenner. Brenner runs the winery 

with his sister. You can spot other family members waiting tables and 

serving wine on any given day. 

A holiday feel is in the air at Vino, and folks enjoy milling around 

the vineyard or taking tractor rides while they wait for outside tables. 

(Seated next to outdoor heaters of course. Bonfires are also offered). 

One could lounge by the outdoor wine bar and taste a Rush River Red, 

a big dude wine that’s packed with berry flavor. (Runs $18 a bottle). 

Or simply walk the rows of now-hibernating grapes while sipping on a 

wonderful Vino Moonlight Whisper, enjoying the smooth, light finish 

(runs $18 a bottle). Dean Martin music can be heard wafting from the 

outdoor restaurant. 

“Wine and the holidays just go together,” explained Brenner, “It’s 

a warm fuzzy, especially in this part of the country. It’s a tradition...

people bring a bottle of wine for the host, and it’s a wonderful way to 

celebrate the holiday.” 

Brenner said he’s partial to red wine himself; however his best-

selling wine currently is one of his whites. Lo Duca Moscato D’Astio, 

a gentle, sweet white wine that has a little bit of bubble to it. At his 

vineyard, it’s $7 a glass or $25 for a bottle; an excellent middle-of-the-

road price for a holiday gift.  Brenner adds that it’s an excellent holiday 

dessert wine. 

Another good rule of thumb for wine as a gift: make something 

about the wine personal. Whether its the vintage, or the country, or 

just the label picture that might have a guitar on it...make it reflect it’s 

recipient somehow. 

Brenner seconds the “shop around” mentality of holiday wine 

shopping. Some of his tips for buying wine have come from years of 

experience. He is quick to help consumers on his vineyard pick the 

perfect gift wine and said it’s important to find the “expert” at any place 

you shop. “Spending more isn’t going to get you a better bottle of wine. 

Ask the salesman what the big movers are,” said Brenner. “Again, you 

do not have to spend a ton of money.” 

  So while we may not be able to toast to the surging economy 

right at this time, we most certainly can toast the holiday season and its 

wine. So, raise your glasses. ■
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The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel 

Pie Society is the story of an author, an 

unusual book club and a unique cast 

of characters who band together to rebuild 

their lives in the aftermath of Nazi occupa-

tion. The novel opens in 1946 with a letter 

from Juliet Ashton to her publisher. World 

War II is over and Juliet has survived, though 

she has lost her apartment and cherished book 

collection during the bombing of London. In 

her early 30s, she has had great success with 

a series of satirical newspaper columns that 

were published in book form, but now she’s 

feeling uprooted and looking for inspiration 

for her next book. The story Juliet is looking 

for soon comes in the form of a letter from a 

stranger.

Dawsey Adams, a pig farmer on the 

Island of Guernsey in the English Channel, 

has come into possession of a book by Charles 

Lamb that once belonged to Juliet. Finding 

her name and address on the book’s flyleaf, he 

writes to Juliet in search of information about 

Lamb. He and Juliet begin a correspondence 

about books. Dawsey piques Juliet’s interest 

with tales of how he and his friends survived 

the war under German rule. Soon she learns 

the secret of their curiously-named literary 

society and begins exchanging letters with 

other residents of Guernsey. 

Sensing a book in the making, Juliet 

travels to Guernsey to learn more about the 

literary society. She is befriended by many of 

the Guernsey’s more eccentric residents, in-

cluding Isola Pribby, a spinster who concocts 

homemade potions; Eben Ramsey, a fisher-
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The Guer nsey L i te rar y 
and Potato Pee l  P ie  Soc ie ty 
by Mar y Ann Shaf fer  and Annie Bar rows

“The Guernsey Library and Potato Peel 
Pie Society is told completely in letter form.” 

review by catie watson

man who is raising an orphaned grandson; 

and Will Thisbee, a blacksmith turned cook 

who invented potato peel pie when flour, 

sugar and butter were in short supply.  

The Guernsey Library and Potato Peel Pie 

Society is told completely in letter form. The 

tone of the letters is initially comic, with Lon-

don sophisticate Juliet sending humorous de-

tails about Guernsey to her publisher and his 

sister back in London. The letters exchanged 

by Juliet, her London contacts and the resi-

dents of Guernsey provide a wealth of historic 

detail about WWII as well as descriptions of 

the island’s breathtaking scenery and discus-

sions about books and authors. The letters also 

contain an element of romance in the form of 

a wealthy and cultured American suitor who 

follows Juliet to Guernsey to propose. Instead 

of jumping at his offer of marriage, she puts 

him off and extends her stay on the island. For 

Juliet, life in London is beginning to lose its 

appeal. She is also wondering if her strong af-

fection for one of the island residents will turn 

into something more.

The novel’s tone turns somber as Juliet 

begins to learn about Elizabeth McKenna, a 

single mother who was taken from Guernsey 

to a German concentration camp after com-

ing to the aid of a young Polish prisoner. It 

was Elizabeth who formed the literary society 

and who lifted everyone’s spirits as life under 

German occupation became more and more 

difficult. Juliet, who lost her parents at a 

young age, finds herself drawn to Elizabeth’s 

young daughter and to the mystery of Eliza-

beth’s fate. As she travels around the island 

and gathers stories about Elizabeth’s cour-

age and selflessness, she begins to examine 

her own life’s purpose. Should she marry 

her American suitor or does Guernsey have 

Continued on next page
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something more to offer?

The Guernsey Library and Potato Peel Pie Society is the first 

book by the late Mary Ann Shaffer, a librarian, editor and bookstore 

employee whose love of reading and literature shine through every 

page. She first conceived of the book during a visit to Guernsey in 

1976. When Shaffer’s health declined before the book’s completion, 

her niece Annie Barrows took over. Sadly, Shaffer died at age 73 before 

seeing her book in print. 

Through the letters that make up the novel, Shaffer and Barrows 

create a portrait of a group of courageous people who use friendship 

and a newfound love of books to survive the tragedy of war. Readers 

who find themselves drawn to the stories of Juliet and Elizabeth, each 

a heroine in her own way, will be truly sad to see the final letter of this 

remarkable book come to a close. ■
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“Through the letters that make 
up the novel, Shaffer and Barrows 

create a portrait of a group of 
courageous people who use 

friendship and a newfound love of 
books to survive the tragedy of war.”
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HERLIFE Magazine 4th Anniversary Party
photography by nightl i fekc.com

HERLIFE | scene and be seen

View this entire album by scanning the QR 
code with your smart phone. Get a free 
scanner app at www.getneoreader.com

HERLIFE Magazine celebrated her 4th birthday this year on October 13th. Women across the 

metro joined in the festivities at 77 South, located in Leawood, Kansas.  Thank you to 77 South 

for providing complimentary appetizers, HERtini drink specials and swag bags. Complimentary 

cupcakes were provided by Cake Girl. Dozens of women won fabulous door prizes provided by numerous 

HERLIFE advertisers. The DJ helped ladies dance the night away. Congratulations HERLIFE Magazine and 

thank you to all the devoted readers, advertisers and inspirational women in Kansas City who make HERLIFE 

Magazine a success. 
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Celeste Brabec, M.D. • Ryan Riggs, M.D.

We are the region’s most experienced in helping infertile couples become parents.
For over 23 years we have been the leading innovator specializing in reproductive health with 

a full range of treatment options ranging from minimal therapies to high-tech procedures.

We invite you to learn all about us by visiting rrc.com where 
you will find valuable information and other helpful sites and links, 

like our Blog, Facebook and Newsfeeds.

If you wish to start a family or grow your existing family,
call us at (913) 894-2323 today.
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Glitters
photography by nightl i fekc.com

View this entire album by scanning the QR 
code with your smart phone. Get a free 
scanner app at www.getneoreader.com

The girls and Glitters Fine Jewelry had 

a great time at their Heather Moore 

trunk show Thursday, October 13th. 

Rosie, one of Heather Moore’s Designers, was 

in the store all day helping women “personalize” 

their fine jewelry. The Heather Moore Collection 

is about documenting your story and remember-

ing what shaped you along the way. She uses 

a freehand technique where each character is 

individually hand-stamped on yellow gold, rose 

gold, white gold and sterling silver. This allows 

every piece a unique personality to match your 

story. Glitters loves how each piece of jewelry is 

unique to the individual. Glitters had yummy baby 

cakes from 3 Women and an Oven and the fun 

lasted all day. 
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North Kansas City Hospital Bella Notte
photography by don borraccini

It truly was a beautiful night as North Kansas 

City Hospital’s Northland Women’s Center 

sponsored a sold-out event, called Bella Notte, 

a Beautiful Night, on October 6 at Zona Rosa. 

Attendees ate fabulous food catered by Bravo, 

listened to Rat Pack classics sung by Tony Antonucci, 

visited with the Hospital’s SmartSpirit retailers and 

talked with healthcare professionals about hot 

topics.

HERLIFE | scene and be seen

View this entire album by scanning the QR 
code with your smart phone. Get a free 
scanner app at www.getneoreader.com
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Come Az You Aren’t

HERLIFE | scene and be seen

photography by nightl i fekc.com

Come Az You Aren’t Halloween costume 

party had a great turn out for the first 

annual fundraiser at Starlight Theatre.  

Headlined by Drew6, all proceeds benefited the 

new Tom Watson Emergency Department at 

Children’s Mercy South. 

View this entire album by scanning the QR 
code with your smart phone. Get a free 
scanner app at www.getneoreader.com
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Maxim Masquerade Party at VooDoo
photography by nightl i fekc.com

HERLIFE | scene and be seen

View this entire album by scanning the QR 
code with your smart phone. Get a free 
scanner app at www.getneoreader.com

Maxim Magazine kicked off the Hal-

loween festivities with a masquerade 

party at the VooDoo Lounge where 

the state-of-the-art sound and lighting system was 

a perfect backdrop. DJ Liz LaDoux, along with the 

girls of Maxim, made for a great night of partying.
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Bingo for Boobies at Mac’s

HERLIFE | scene and be seen

photography by nightl i fekc.com

View this entire album by scanning the QR 
code with your smart phone. Get a free 
scanner app at www.getneoreader.com

Mac’s Sports Pub held their 2nd Annual 

Bingo for Boobies event Wednesday 

night where players won a variety 

of prizes donated by Mac’s, NightlifeKC, YSC and 

local businesses. Over $1400 cash was donated 

last night and in total $1702.40 was raised, which 

includes proceeds from merchandise and drink 

sales. Just like last year, donations will go to Young 

Survival Coalition Kansas City, an organization that 

provides support, educational programs, networking 

opportunities, as well as other services.
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Ladies Night at Saints

HERLIFE | scene and be seen

photography by nightl i fekc.com

View this entire album by scanning the QR 
code with your smart phone. Get a free 
scanner app at www.getneoreader.com

Every Thursday is Ladies Night at Saints 

where they give away a Coach purse to 

one lucky lady! Along with the new Ladies 

Night there are new drink specials as well.
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Saturday Nights at Ernie Biggs

HERLIFE | scene and be seen

photography by nightl i fekc.com

View this entire album by scanning the QR 
code with your smart phone. Get a free 
scanner app at www.getneoreader.com

Ernie Biggs is always a great time with their 

dueling pianos. The place was packed as 

always on Saturday night where the full 

band kept the party going all night long.
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I   magine if your child told you that visiting their orthodontist was as 

much fun as a trip to Disney World. You would probably wonder 

how much laughing gas they had been given! But this is an actual 

compliment Neil Kanning, D.M.D., M.S., orthodontist and owner of 

Kanning Orthodontics, was proud to receive.

Open since January 2006, Kanning Orthodontics is leading the 

way for new technologies and doctor/patient relationships in the 

orthodontic arena. The practice boasts eight employees with over 35 
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Kanning Or thodont ics 
in  L iber ty
by candi smith    |    photography by kell i  higgins of studio k photography

years of combined professional experience in dental and orthodontic 

services, and consists of a scheduling coordinator, patient coordinator, 

patient accounts representative and four orthodontic assistants.

 Dr. Kanning explains how orthodontics is a combination of 

timing, technique and technology, and why it’s important to have your 

child’s orthodontic status assessed at an early age: “The ideal time to 

treat is near the adolescent growth spurt when all or most of the per-

manent teeth have erupted, so many patients are in middle school and 
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tential orthodontic problems, addressing the 

patient’s concerns or questions, and explain-

ing costs and insurance benefits. The exam 

looks at tooth alignment, jaw development, 

and facial and smile esthetics. 

 The orthodontic field has seen incredi-

ble advancements over the past few years, and 

Dr. Kanning ensures his practice stays current 

with trends. He credits his father, a practicing 

dentist for over 35 years, with encouraging 

him to stay educated beyond dental school 

and residency, and to evaluate and implement 

new technologies to benefit his patients.

 Dr. Kanning shared some of the exciting 

advancements available in orthodontics: arch-

wire materials move teeth with less force and 

work for longer periods of time; 3D imaging 

allows viewing of teeth and skeletal structures, 

and is helpful in cases with impacted teeth; 

a soft tissue laser uncovers teeth that won’t 

erupt which can often take months off treat-

ment time; Invisalign® clear aligners move 

teeth without braces;  self-tying braces extends 

time between appointments; and digital imag-

ing provides x-rays, photographs and digital 

models of teeth which allow for better com-

munication with patients.

Dr. Kanning, a self-professed gadget guy, 

installed Apple iPads at every chair to use for 

patient education videos, before and after 

photos, and to let patients surf the Internet, 

read magazines or play games. He shared, 

“We use iPads and iPods in combination with 

special video glasses so patients can watch 

TV or movies through the glasses while they 

get their braces placed. We call it electronic 

laughing gas. Our patients appreciate not 

having to stare at the ceiling while the place-

ment is done. It makes the time pass faster 

and makes it easier for us because they don’t 

move.”

junior high when they have braces. However, 

an initial evaluation should be done around 

age seven–even though patients this age don’t 

have all of their adult teeth–to determine if 

there are problems where delaying treatment 

until adolescence may prolong the treatment 

period. An assessment allows me to check the 

development of the teeth and bite to evalu-

ate for interceptive treatment, which doesn’t 

always mean braces. If a patient isn’t ready for 

treatment, we begin a period of observation. 

Orthodontics is not only about effective treat-

ment, but also about being as efficient as pos-

sible. If you think of orthodontic treatment as 

a race with the finish line being a great smile 

and a healthy bite of the permanent teeth, 

then starting treatment early doesn’t neces-

sarily change the finish line, but may actually 

make the race longer.”

Kanning Orthodontics provides com-

plimentary initial consultations which are 

usually an hour in length and include digital 

imaging, x-rays if needed, evaluation of po-

“Our Kanning Kash 
incentive program 

helps motivate 
patients to get 

their best results.”  

“We use iPads and iPods in combination 
with special video glasses so patients can 
watch TV or movies through the glasses 

while they get their braces placed.”
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He continued, “Our Kanning Kash incentive program helps motivate patients to get their 

best results.  Kanning Kash can be exchanged for prizes and gift cards, and reinforces good oral 

hygiene, wearing elastics, eating the right foods and keeping regular appointments. Parents 

appreciate that they don’t have to remind their child to do what is needed to achieve the goal. 

We also reward patients for other milestone achievements like seeing their dentist for regular 

checkups community service and getting good grades. We hope to make a good impression on 

them and turn them into lifelong dental patients who appreciate the importance of good oral 

hygiene and how it affects their overall well-being and health.”

Dr. Kanning loves not only the techni-

cal parts of his job, but also getting to know 

his patients. “The problem solver in me 

enjoys the challenge of getting from point A 

(crooked teeth) to point B (a healthy smile). 

But it’s most rewarding to see someone who 

is self-conscious about their teeth give a huge 

smile when their braces are removed. It can 

truly be life-changing for some patients. That 

is the best part of my job.” ■
Kanning Orthodontics is located at 1512 

NE 96th Street, Suite D, Liberty, MO  64068. 

You can reach them at 816-781-8585 or via 

their website at www.kanningorthodontics.com.

“But it’s most rewarding 
to see someone who 
is self-conscious about 
their teeth give a huge 

smile when their 
braces are removed.”
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Moral development in a child is a crucial part of parenting. In fact, one of our greatest 

responsibilities as parents is to mold the generation that follows us, and it’s reason-

able to assume that we wish for our children to practice and teach the morals that we 

have set in place for them. The struggle often becomes knowing how to teach our family unit 

the morals, values and goals that we feel strongly about. To do this, we must also provide them 

a plan to recognize and adhere to them. When we think of moral behavior, qualities such as 

honesty, kindness, generosity, loyalty, empathy, respect and forgiveness typically come to mind.

Because children develop slowly and in stages, teaching values and goals can be tricky. 

These stages have their foundation in secure attachment and basic trust, beginning in the pre-

school years and continuing to develop even as adults. At very early ages we can talk to children 
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Fami ly  Va lues

by laura wynn

Sett ing goa ls  and 
va lues for  your fami ly

about what good moral behavior looks like 

using opportunities such as storybook plots 

or movies. Children’s books can be help-

ful in illustrating values. Even toddlers will 

identify with positive responses in images, 

such as friends smiling or a child caring for a 

pet. Television shows or movies can also open 

a conversation with children about moral-

ity. This is easily accomplished by sharing a 

simple conversation about what is “right” and 

“wrong,” and asking how they would feel in 

certain situations. Not only is this a great way 

to promote core values, but it’s also a view 

into the child’s current understanding of these 

values. Studying, worship and celebration of 

religious faith as a family are activities that 

also strengthen moral development.

Once the family decision makers, usu-

ally Mom and/or Dad, have determined and 

agreed upon the values and goals for the 

family, it’s a good idea to set household rules 

that will create an atmosphere for understand-

ing who is the family authority; i.e., who’s in 

control here? One suggestion is to set rules for 

children at an early age as a way to encourage 

acceptance of values set by the family. These 

may include regular bedtimes, curfews and 

rules for social outings with friends. Grow-

ing up in a secure and regulated environ-

ment offers children a sense of security. It is 

crucial that families are consistent in these 

areas of discipline and guidance. Consistency 

generates feelings of trust and security. While 

occasional routine changes are likely, the 

core values and goals of the family should 

not vary. Likewise, values should not change 

significantly. For example, a parent’s feelings 

regarding dating, smoking or unacceptable 

behaviors should remain the same through-
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out the child’s upbringing and they should apply to all household 

members. If something is not okay for one child, it shouldn’t be okay 

for another.

If you are serious about instilling values and goals, be prepared 

not only to talk the talk, but to walk the walk as well! Children learn 

by watching those around them, so don’t be a hypocrite. For example, 

respect and courtesy are basic examples of behavior that all children 

should be taught at a young age. Parents who are respectful and cour-

teous of others demonstrate values and behaviors onto impressionable 

children who, in most cases, will automatically follow that example. As 

children become older it is important that we remember to combine 

moral behavior with explanatory reasoning. Our youth are surrounded 

by bad examples as well as opportunities to make poor choices. One of 

the surest ways to help our children turn moral reasoning and compre-

hension into positive moral behavior is to teach by example. Not only 

must our children see us leading good lives, but they also need to hear 

why we behave the way we do. In order for our lessons to have maxi-

mum impact, we must explain to our children the values and beliefs 

that lie behind our actions.

Self-esteem is an important aspect of early childhood develop-

ment. Teaching kids respect by respecting them is another good way 

to teach by example. Self-esteem plays a large role in how a child feels 

about herself, as well as her desire to strive for future goals. Feeling she 

is an important component of a family will generate solid and secure 

Continued on next page
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determining rules or disciplinary actions. Even if you choose not to 

reflect her opinions in your final decision, you are showing her that 

her thoughts are valued. This exhibits fairness and contributes to her 

moral understanding by helping her realize that every point of view is 

important.

Give your child age-appropriate household chores so he can 

begin to understand the importance of responsibility, which is bound 

to be on high on your family list of values. Requiring children to 

complete chores and jobs around the house, take responsibility for 

their own homework, or take care of a younger sister or brother are all 

tasks that provide an opportunity to give and grow through responsible 

action.

One of the best things you can do to create healthy values and 

goals is to spend as much quality time with your child as possible. 

Teaching, telling, sharing and showing are excellent ways to establish 

and develop morals and values in children, but don’t forget to just sit 

back and enjoy family time. Parents who spend quality time with their 

children while executing moral behavior and showing abundant love 

tend to have children with higher moral understanding and develop-

ment. ■
Resources used were: 

www.livestrong.com/article/69448-family-set-goals-values-, 

www.livestrong.com/article/170720-how-parents-can-help-moral-develop-

ment-in-children/

http://ohioline.osu.edu/flm97/fs03.html

relationships in her later years. Teach children that they are worthy 

of love and respect. Teaching self-esteem can be as simple as offering 

praise for a job well done, positive thinking and expression of emo-

tions. Helping children to understand that it’s okay to be disappointed 

or to not always get their way will teach values such as compromise 

and graciousness.

Another way to instill a sense of self-esteem is by showing respect. 

Respect is likely on the family’s list of values, so parents need to show 

respect to their children and just as importantly, require respect in 

return. Treating kids with respect means being fair with them. Relate 

to them at their level, and make some allowances for the immaturity 

of their developmental stage. It also means giving kids the feeling that 

you’re trying to consider their point of view. It is not enough to set a 

good example and tell children what we think. We also have to teach 

them to think for themselves. Weigh your child’s opinions before 

“Give your child age-appropriate 
household chores so he can begin 
to understand the importance of 

responsibility, which is bound to be 
on high on your family list of values.” 
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Resolut ions for  a 

I will be the first to admit that I have never considered myself a 

“green” person. My rationale has always been, “I’m too busy to do 

stuff like save the environment.” Now, before you roll your eyes in 

disgust with me, I do suspect that you will find favor with some of my 

habits and that you will also be encouraged by my desire to do more 

after doing some research on this topic. At least I am moving in the 

right direction!

Instead of making those proverbial resolutions for 2012 that sug-

gest you will lose 15 pounds by Valentine’s Day or start exercising every 

day, only to find yourself stuck with a gym membership in March that 

you haven’t used since February 1st, try a fresher approach to the New 

Year with resolutions that benefit more than just yourself. While your 

personal resolve is noble and geared towards a healthier lifestyle (and I 

am not completely suggesting you abandon the idea), perhaps engag-

ing in a resolution that colors outside of the lines for a change might 

keep you more focused and determined to follow through. That way, 

when you do decide to lose weight or exercise more, you will have this 

resolution “stick-to-it-tiveness” down pat!

For starters, consider driving less in the coming year. Think of all 

of the places to which you drive that perhaps your bicycle or a new pair 

of walking shoes could take you. (See! You are already incorporating 

the exercise idea!) If you regularly go to a store that is just a mile or two 
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away to simply pick up “just a few things,” hop on your bike, grab a 

backpack and pedal away! You will soon find it’s a blast. The freedom 

you have is unparalleled and your heart and lungs will thank you for it. 

Plus, you are putting fewer emissions into the environment.

When you get to the store, resist the urge to respond with the 

word “plastic” when the bagger asks you the usual question. Go with 

paper bags or invest in a few recyclable bags that you can use over and 

over. Those handy little totes can carry an appreciable amount of items 

and are kind of cute, too.

If walking or using a bicycle is not an option, consider a scooter. 

They are fun, fashionable and will make your friends “green” with 

envy when they realize that you only spend $4.00 at the pump to fill 

it up while they spend half of their kids’ college funds topping off the 

tanks of their SUVs!

Do you have pets? In the warmer months, consider washing them 

outside. Grab the garden hose, a few towels, and some doggie shampoo 

and have some fun with it. Not only will your yard get some much-

needed watering at the same time, but you and your dog will have a 

blast. If you bath your dog in a big bucket, upon finishing his bath, use 

the excess water to freshen up any outdoor plants you might have.

Have you ever heard about making your bedroom greener? I’m 

not talking about painting the walls green or purchasing green-colored 

by ann e. butenas New Year

Greener

Continued on next page
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bedding, but there are things you can do in 

the one room in your home in which you 

spend roughly one-third of your life that can 

make it a healthier environment for you. The 

experts at www.greenlivingideas.com have 

some great ideas in this regard.

For example, ditch the shoes before you 

come into the house. We never wear shoes in 

our home. It disgusts me, especially when I 

realize where I have walked throughout the 

day. Shoes track in toxins from the outside 

world that can contaminate your home.

When making your bed, avoid cotton 

linens. Cotton is referred to as the dirtiest 

crop, as the production of it uses 16 percent of 

the world’s insecticides that are dangerous not 

only to your health, but to any pets you might 

have, as well. Look for organic cotton sheets 

made from hemp. However, if the sheets are 

dyed, make sure they are not colored with 

chemicals. That’s like driving to the grocery 

store in a Prius and having all of your grocer-

ies put into plastic bags!

If you enjoy the ambiance of candles to 

set the mood in your bedroom, soy candles 

are more environmentally-friendly than their 

paraffin wax cousins which emit VOCs, 

volatile organic compounds of carbon-based 

chemicals that pollute the air. Do you really 

want to breathe in all of that junk in your own 

home?

While this list barely scratches the sur-

face of ways to go green, it’s definitely a start, 

and one foot in the right direction creates 

the path to a healthier environment. I will 

endeavor to do more than just feel proud that 

my recycling bin is full every week on trash 

day if you join me in your efforts to make 

2012 a greener year, as well! ■

“Look for organic 
cotton sheets made 

from hemp. However, 
if the sheets are dyed, 

make sure they are not 
colored with chemicals.” 
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It’s all about the dress. No matter what event you’re organizing, or 

where you’ve been invited, as women we know it’s all about find-

ing that spectacular gown that makes you look and feel special. 

You want a signature look, but before you pound the pavement or 

surf the net, with a few simple rules you can look like you’ve stepped 

off the cover of a fashion magazine. 

Types

There are several types of formal attire for women. Long ball 

gowns, shorter formal dresses and cocktail dresses may all be the 

right choice for some formal occasions. Full-length gowns can range 

from quite simple to very elaborate. Ball gowns typically have a very 

full skirt and a more conservative bodice, while evening gowns are 

more fitted through the body and may expose more skin. Cocktail 

dresses can range from tea length to short and may be more or less 

dressy depending upon fabric and style.

ConsideraTions

Look to the event invitation to gauge the required formal wear 

etiquette. If the invitation states white tie or black tie, a formal gown 

is required, but a ball gown or evening gown is equally appropriate. 

If the invitation is black tie optional, you may choose formal sepa-

rates, a gown, a formal suit or a cocktail dress. Keep your date’s attire 

in mind for black tie optional events. If he is wearing a dark suit, you 

can also dress down, but if he is wearing a tux, choose a more formal 

dress. Cocktail attire implies either a dressy suit or a cocktail dress. 

Making the right choices can help you fit in at a formal event. For 

many women, owning a very dressy tea length black cocktail dress is 

a good choice. A dress like this can be dressed up and squeak by at 

a black tie event or dressed down for a cocktail party. Satins or silks 

are ideal for year-round wear. 
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Formal  Wear

“Look to the event invitation 
to gauge the required formal 

wear etiquette .”

by elizabeth rosenberger

Full Figure

Conversely, if you are a bit busty on top but narrow on the 

bottom, you can actually find clothes that can leave an impression 

of having a proportional body structure. You can either wear a dress 

that is dark in color, giving you a smaller shape at the top, or you 

can wear full skirts that can give you the appearance of having fuller 

hips. What’s true of women in general is especially true for the 

plus-size woman. The full-figured woman has many choices, and 

there’s no reason she can’t look just as attractive in formal wear as 

any other style. If possible, a woman should shop with a trustworthy, 

honest and supportive friend who can see her in the garment from 

all angles and let her know whether it is a becoming choice. No one 

can see herself well from the back. If a woman wants to look good in 

any clothing style she needs to identify her best attributes and dress 

to display and enhance them. For example, the full-figured woman 

has a lovely full bust. A low neckline does not necessarily mean the 

gown is strapless unless the lady has flawless shoulders and upper 

What to look for  in 
that  spectacu lar  dress



arms. Because they require considerable 

construction at the top of the bust to keep 

the gown in place, a strapless gown may 

suppress rather than enhance, making a 

woman look broad-shouldered rather than 

well-endowed.

peTiTe 

Petite women often have a hard time 

finding the perfect-fitting dresses and 

formalwear. From full-length gowns to short 

cocktail dresses, there’s a fine balance be-

tween getting the length right and a fit that 

works on the smaller or shorter frame. Slim 

cuts that don’t accommodate for short waists 

won’t help the petite figure, and it’s essential 

that the dress or other formalwear fits per-

fectly. If you have an hourglass figure, you 

can definitely knock-out a close fitting dress 

emphasizing your body perfectly. Styles 

that are parallel to a bias cut or princess cut 

would also work well with this body type. 

Lace is your best friend. The use of lace 

around the neckline and the wrists comple-

ment this body style. 

Tall

Choose something that accents your 

bustline and adds detail through the waist 

like sheering. The hemline is important 

to consider; it can make you look taller or 

shorter depending on what you’re after. A 

soft, curvy hemline can accentuate your legs 

and draw attention to their length. A plung-

ing neckline complements the tall woman 

and accents the bustline while making the 

neck look elongated.  

With these simple steps, shopping for 

that perfect dress will take the stress out of 

your life. Let your special gown show the 

world you’re spectacular! ■
More info on gown styles can be found 

at www.allaboutfashion.com.
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“A soft, curvy hemline 
can accentuate your 

legs and draw attention 
to their length.”
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Midwest 
Ear, Nose 
    Throat

by ann e. butenas    |    photography by kell i  higgins of studio k photography

Midwest Rejuvenation Center, all blend the talents and knowledge of its professional 

staff in an environment where each patient feels respected, important and acknowledged. 

Their physicians are the top experts in their fields when it comes to diagnosing and treat-

ing both children and adults with ear, nose and throat problems. Drs. Brian Metz, Bruce 

Zimmerman, David Hill, all FACS, and audiologists Ron Burch and Kelly Barrow, en-

deavor to provide a warm and safe environment while delivering the best care in the city.

More than just an ear, nose and throat specialty office, this practice sets itself apart 

with a host of unique services not typically found in similar centers. For example, the doc-

tors here are highly trained in dealing with a host of sleep disorders, from sleep apnea, to 

excessive snoring, and sinus problems that are contributing factors in sleep disturbances.

Its allergy department is also topnotch. Simple tests can be performed in the office to 

determine the types of allergies a patient may have, and personalized treatment plans are 

then specially prepared for the patient to treat his or her allergic reactions.

One of its premier services is the innovative balloon sinusplasty, introduced to the 

practice three years ago. If you have ever 

experienced chronic sinusitis, you know 

how overwhelming and frustrating that 

can be. Sometimes medications alone just 

don’t control the pain. The doctors of Mid-

west Ear, Nose & Throat offer an exciting 

surgical option for blocked sinuses through 

this procedure that is clinically proven to 

be safe, effective and a way to improve your 

quality of life. This less-invasive and far less 

damaging endoscopic procedure, approved 

by the FDA, restructures and widens the 

walls of the sinus passageways without de-

stroying the integrity of the sinus lining.

Additionally, Midwest Ear Nose & 

Throat, P.A., is one of the few medical 

offices in the area that has a mini-CT ma-

chine that allows the doctors to quickly and 

effectively target sinus and head problems. 

For nearly a quarter of a century, 

Midwest Ear, Nose & Throat, 

P.A., has been providing the best 

in care for residents of Olathe and the 

surrounding communities who are 

struggling with issues related to the 

head and neck region. With a staff of 

dedicated, skilled and compassionate 

doctors who have a particular expertise 

in sinus and allergy disease, pediatric 

and adult hearing issues, sleeping dis-

orders, silent reflux and thyroid issues, 

this trusted medical practice is virtually 

unparalleled as it brings state-of-the-

art technology along with its heart of 

service to each and every patient. 

Located at 20375 West 151st 

Street in Olathe, Midwest Ear, Nose 

& Throat, P.A., Midwest Hearing Aid 

Center & Sinus Center, LLC, and 

“You can enjoy 
the benefits of this 

state-of-the-art 
technology right 
here in our office 
during your visit 

and get the results 
that very day.”
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“This is an amazing machine with superior technology that allows 

us to provide a quick, efficient and targeted scan of a specific area 

on the patient with immediate results provided,” said Dr. Brian 

Metz. “Unlike other offices that send their patients out to a dif-

ferent facility for the typical CT scans that are much larger, our 

machine emits roughly 60 percent less radiation, it’s smaller and 

less intimidating, and it’s right here in our office. No additional ap-

pointment elsewhere is needed. You can enjoy the benefits of this 

state-of-the-art technology right here in our office during your visit 

and get the results that very day. This allows our doctors to provide 

the necessary care in a faster and more efficient manner so our 

patients can begin to feel better immediately.”

In addition to the atmosphere of quality patient care, Mid-

west Ear, Nose & Throat also houses an amazing skin care service 

through the Midwest Rejuvenation Center. “We offer facials, 

microdermabrasions, laser hair removal, chemical peels and 

BOTOX® Cosmetics,” noted Dr. Metz. “Our chemical peel is de-

signed to slough off dead skin cells when used in conjunction with 

our unique line of skin care products, and we can target a deeper 

level for better results,” explained Dr. Metz. ■
For more information on how Midwest Ear, Nose & Throat can 

make you feel better and restore your quality of life, call them at 

913-764-2737 or visit them on the web at www.mwent.com

“In addition to the atmosphere of 
quality patient care, Midwest Ear, 
Nose & Throat also houses an 

amazing skin care service through 
the Midwest Rejuvenation Center.”
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Networking is important to business 

growth, but with so many options 

available, how do we choose the 

best way to make connections that will turn 

into real business? As technology continues 

to advance, business owners must adapt to 

gain new clients. One misconception is that 

businesses should focus all of their marketing 

efforts on social media. While Internet forums 

such as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn are 

great resources and tools, we cannot use them 

to replace traditional face-to-face communi-

cation. We can, however, learn to combine 

the two and create a valued list of “business 

friends.”

If you are not comfortable with the idea 

of walking into a room full of strangers and 

striking up conversation, there are several 

ways to ease the anxiety often associated with 

attending networking events. One very simple 
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Networ k ing
Tools , T ips  and Benefi t s

by laura wynn

way to feel included without the pressure of 

selling yourself is to be a helper. Offer to help 

the event coordinator at a sign up table or by 

greeting guests. Having a “job” allows you 

take the focus off of yourself. Remember that 

you are not the only one who feels a bit out of 

place. Start a conversation with someone else 

who looks uncomfortable! Choose easy topics 

like food, shoes or the fact that these events 

make you uncomfortable.

It’s common practice to exchange busi-

ness cards at networking events. Therefore, it’s 

important to be prepared to have a plan for all 

of the cards you will receive. Know how to or-

ganize your networking experience. A simple 

way to do this is called the Three Pocket 

Method (The 3-Minute Networker by Keith 

Daw). The concept is to use three pockets for 

stashing cards given to you; one for immedi-

ate appointments, one for contacts that have 

future potential and one for trash.

The candidate who runs up to you 

citing a rehearsed “elevator speech” without 

allowing you to get a word in is not likely to 

be a good referral source for your business. A 

person who is consumed in self-exposure may 

try to sell “at” you, telling you why you need 

their product and possibly even attempting 

to close a sale right then. Avoid negative or 

complaining individuals. Ask yourself if you 

would want this person representing your 

“As you network more 
you will become a 

walking billboard for 
your company.” 
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reputation. If the answer is no, quickly move 

along. Personal business gain by immediate 

sales is an obvious benefit, but don’t discredit 

brand building that comes with consistently 

attending community and private networking 

opportunities. As you network more you will 

become a walking billboard for your com-

pany. 

Online networking should not replace 

traditional business development, but rather 

give more opportunities for personal connec-

tions. For social media relationship building 

to work, you need to understand some basic 

rules of etiquette. The most important thing 

to remember is that you never want to use 

Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn or similar plat-

forms to sell your services or products. This 

is the quickest way to lose respect and build 

a negative campaign. The purpose of online 

social blasting forums has not changed. Think 

of social media as a way to give, not receive. 

Used to share, social media is nothing more 

than a newer platform for making connec-

tions, gathering information and building 

relationships. We can utilize “lists” on Twitter 

and Facebook as our three pockets. Catego-

rize your contacts like you do business cards, 

using the “unfollow” button as your trash 

pocket. It’s imperative to understand that any 

social media platform is an instant, worldwide 

forum. Never share information you do not 

wish for your boss, colleagues, associates or 

clients to see. Even deleted posts are not 

retractable. 

Create a social media mission statement 

by asking yourself why you want an online 

presence and what you expect to see as a 

result of the time and investment you give. 

As with any marketing endeavor, jumping in 

without clear goals of what you wish to ac-

complish can become a time drain and even a 

waste of time. Used correctly, both traditional 

and online networking will allow you to reach 

a vast audience of contacts, clients and even 

friends. ■
Resources used for this article are: 

www.laurawynn.com; http://www.business-

2community.com/social-media/do-you-have-a-

social-media-mission-statement-055643; and 

Keith Daw The 3-Minute Networker.



The other day while running errands 

in the car with my husband and our 

three sons, my husband asked them, 

“Would you rather have one million dollars 

in your hands today or just a penny with the 

promise to give you twice that amount each 

day for the next 31 days?”

Before my boys could respond, I greed-

ily chimed in, obviously without giving my 

answer much thought, “Give me the million 

dollars, for crying out loud!” My middle son 

calmly replied, “Well, I’d take the penny 

today, of course. That’s a no-brainer.”

I knocked on my skull. It sounded dense 

enough for me to assume something was up 

there, but I leaned in to hear my husband 

and son explain why a penny today would be 

a far more prosperous decision than grabbing 

that one million dollars right out of the gate. 

(You see, this is why I write for a living. I don’t 

dabble in numbers!)

In reality, requesting the penny today 

and doubling it every day will result in a pay 

day of $5,368, 709.12 by the 30th day. Are you 

kidding me?

According to www.advancedlifeskills.

com, how it works is really quite simple, but I 

still had to go well beyond two weeks to wrap 

my mind around this one! If you were given 

a penny that doubled every day for a month, 

by day 14, you would have $81.92. With two 
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weeks to go, I am still convinced my million dollars at the get-go trumps this penny-doubling 

scheme!

By the end of the third week, on the 21st day, that initial penny is now worth $10,485.76. 

I am starting to sweat. Really? Let’s keep rocking it here, as by day 25, your shiny new Lincoln 

you received on the first of the month is now worth $167, 772.16. Double that by the next day, 

and you have $335,544.32! Now I am beginning to take notice and have begun to rummage 

through my coin purse to see how many pennies I have in there!

By the 28th day of the month, using this doubled every day premise, the penny received at 

the beginning of the month is now worth $1,342,177.28! You have my full attention! Give me 

the penny on the first of the month and please double it for me every day!

By the 31st of the month, under this formula, you would, indeed, have $10,737,418.24. 

Even in February without a leap year, asking for that penny at the beginning of the month is 

still a better deal!

The power of compound interest is at work here. It is a given, even when interest rates are 

low, that when money is placed into a savings or investment account it can grow at an astound-

ing rate over time. Yes, the current rate of return defines the velocity at which that money grows, 

but it will grow if you give it time.

Consider this possibility. If you had invested $100 per month for the past 15 years in a fund 

that earned a return of 6.58% for those past 15 years, that $100 per month would now be worth 

$30,564.41. With the principle investment of $18,000, the interest you would earn at that rate 

The Time 
Va lue of  Money



would be $12,564.41! That’s not such a bad 

deal, especially when you take into consid-

eration that the S&P index typically earns at 

least 15 percent per year!

When you begin to study money and 

ways to invest it, you are introduced to the 

concept of time value. In other words, what 

you have today is typically expected to be 

worth more in the future. That dollar in your 

pocket now could potentially be your retire-

ment savings in the future, depending upon 

how you invest it and what the market trends 

are throughout the coming years. 

As the famous Benjamin Franklin quote 

so wisely reminds us, “A penny saved is a 

penny earned.” Or, in this example, way more 

than just a penny earned! ■
For more information on the S&P index, 

you can visit them on the web at 

www.standardandpoors.com.
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Biagio. “We are a service-oriented business 

and we would never compromise the quality 

of care when treating our patients. Our goal is 

to be recognized as the best place in the city in 

which one can receive the best care. We want 

to make everyone happy.”

Elite focuses on orthopedic conditions 

“Our goal is to get the 
patient out of pain 
and back to moving 

normally. We want to 
see our patients return 
to their normal lifestyle 
as quickly as possible.”
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El i te  Spor ts 

Medic ine and 

Phys ica l  Ther apy
by ann e. butenas    |    photography by kell i  higgins of studio k photography

No one wants to experience chronic 

pain in life. A compromised life-

style and little to no enthusiasm for 

those things you used to enjoy doing is no way 

to live, and the trusted experts at Elite Sports 

Medicine and Physical Therapy, located at 

13157 State Line Road in Kansas City, Mis-

souri, are at your service to make pain a thing 

of the past. Improving your quality of life 

through unparalleled hands-on techniques 

coupled with detailed analysis and a custom-

ized approach is what sets these clinicians 

apart. 

Founded by board-certified master clini-

cian, Biagio Mazza, in December 2005, Elite 

Sports Medicine and Physical Therapy has a 

unique approach to the patient. “We establish 

a focus on the whole person and how the 

body moves, not just on the specific areas of 

pain, but in other areas, as well,” noted Biagio, 

a 1999 graduate of Rockhurst College who has 

also earned a Master’s degree and a Doctor-

ate in Physical Therapy. “Our goal is to get 

the patient out of pain and back to moving 

normally. We want to see our patients return 

to their normal lifestyle as quickly as possible.”

From start to finish, no matter how long 

the process, each patient at Elite is given one-

on-one attention with the same therapist. That 

attention to continuity is one of the reasons 

why patients tend to realize goals much more 

quickly. It is the high level of skill and the 

keen focus on solid educational standards 

set by Elite that give testament to the results 

received by their patients. 

“We stress continuing education for our 

staff. We keep up on current research and 

on the best treatment options available,” said 
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with pain coming from the back and neck, 

bone, muscles, tendon, discs and nerves. 

Post-operative rehabilitation for joint replace-

ments, rotator cuff injuries and spinal condi-

tions are also commonplace.

Biagio is grateful to have a fantastic staff 

that fully supports the attitude of service and 

commitment to the patient, from the front 

office employees to the physical therapists, 

many of whom have helped Biagio grow this 

business from a mere 1,700 square feet to its 

current 7,000 square foot environment. “My 

goal is to build one amazing facility to draw 

people from all over the metro area,” said 

Biagio.

In addition to its focus on physical 

therapy practices, Elite Sports Medicine and 

Physical Therapy offers wellness classes for 

patients and for those who are interested in 

personal training and sports conditioning. 

“This is a great way for someone to get back to 

the gym with the added benefit of a physi-

cal therapist,” said Biagio. “We offer Pilates 

classes and various conditioning classes led by 

licensed physical therapists.”

For Biagio, the real success rests less in 

the phenomenal growth his business is real-

izing and more in the opportunities he has 

to help someone feel better. “Restoring one’s 

lifestyle and making that person feel good is 

what it’s all about,” he smiled. “That’s the real 

reward for me.” ■
For more information on Elite Sports 

Medicine and Physical Therapy, visit them 

on the web at www.eliteptkc.com or call them 

in Kansas at 913-888-0014 or in Missouri at 

816-941-2550. 

“We offer Pilates 
classes and various 
conditioning classes 

led by licensed 
physical therapists.”
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I   magine that you pull up in front of your house, and dollar bills were flying out of every 

window and door. Or consider if your gas and electric bill arrived every month with a bright, 

red flier that showed how much money was wasted due to inefficiency. Would that get your 

attention on finding ways to winterize your home?

     Here are a few basics about getting your house ready for winter and keep your money in your 

pocket—where it belongs! There are a few tried-and-true things you can do to reduce your heat-

ing bills, keep your house warmer and help ensure your family’s safety when the temperatures 

start dropping.

     One of the best websites around (and not just for advice on winterizing your home) is Frugal 

Dad (www.frugaldad.com). Its main contributor, simply known as Jason, provides commonsense 

ways to cut expenses and live within a budget. He has some excellent tips for getting your house 

ready, inside and outside, for colder weather.

     A big hazard that few homeowners consider is creosote (a tarlike, flammable substance) that 

builds up in your fireplace flue, particularly in the winter months. Cleaning your chimney and 

ensuring it’s properly ventilated is essential to avoid fires and carbon monoxide poisoning if you 

intend to use your fireplace as a heat source. This should include a thorough inspect of the 

damper to see if it’s properly opening and closing. Additionally, install carbon monoxide detec-
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Winter iz ing 
Your Home
by candi smith 

tors around all heat sources. 

     Do whatever you can to ensure that your 

hot water heater and furnace are not working 

overtime. Since your hot water heater is the 

least efficient appliance in your home, par-

ticularly if it’s housed in the garage or outside, 

consider wrapping a thermal insulating blan-

ket around it. Get a professional inspection of 

your furnace to ensure it’s running properly. 

Install a programmable thermostat which 

keeps your house warmer during hours when 

you’re awake and in the home, but lowers the 

temperature when you’re gone or sleeping. 

And be sure that you’re not storing flammable 

items near your furnace.

     Keep the heat inside by either replac-

ing windows and doors with insulated glass, 

or installing storm coverings. Having only 

one pane of glass between you and the cold 

weather is not sufficient to keep you warm, 

nor lower your energy bills. Frugal Dad has 

a neat trick he recommends to determine if 

your windows or doors need caulking. On a 

windy day, turn off your thermostat, and then 

light a match by your window or door. If the 

flame flickers when there’s a gust of wind, it 

probably needs to be caulked.

     Insulate areas that are exposed to freezing 

such as water pipes, and add insulation to 

crawlspaces and attics. Heat rises, so if you’re 

not creating a buffer between the heat within 

your home and the roof, you’re basically 

warming the great outdoors. Caulk anywhere 

that heat escapes from your home such as 

mail slots, dryer vents and cable outlets.

     A few other lesser-known areas Frugal 

Dad suggests you consider are on the outside 

of your home. Cleaning gutters is essential 

because when snow starts to melt, it needs a 

place to run off. If your gutters are clogged, 

this can lead to a flooded basement. Discon-

nect garden hoses from the house and turn 
Continued on next page
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off water valves that lead to the outside. Patch cracked driveways and 

walkways with either cement or an asphalt sealant to prevent further 

expansion of cracks. Apply a good sealant to your deck to prevent dam-

age which can occur from freezing and thawing cycles.

     And while you’re preparing your home for Old Man Winter, don’t 

forget the safety hazards that come with the colder season. The Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention website (www.cdc.gov) recom-

mends that you follow weather forecasts so you are better prepared for 

inclement weather. They caution to heat your home safely by only 

using fireplaces or wood stoves that are properly vented to release 

fumes outside, not placing space heaters near combustible items such 

as clothing, bedding or drapes, and ensuring that multipurpose, dry 

chemical fire extinguishers are available near heat sources and are 

replaced every ten years.

     They also recommend that in the event of a power failure, use bat-

tery operated flashlights or camping lamps instead of candles to light 

your home. It’s important to generate body heat, particularly for infants 

and senior citizens whose bodies don’t have the capability to maintain 

warmth. Use multiple layers of clothes and blankets, sleep together to 

generate heat or relocate to a temporary location until power can be 

restored. Be sure to keep an available water supply by leaving your wa-

ter taps open so they have a continuous drip and opening your cabinet 

doors to improve heated air circulation around your water pipes.

     HERLIFE hopes that by following these easy tips, you can keep 

winter’s bite out of your budget! ■
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Deciding where to live isn’t easy. 

There are the romantic consid-

erations of scenery, distance to 

relatives and the flavor of a city; then there 

are the nitty-gritty considerations of what it 

really costs to live somewhere. Like any other 

financial considerations, what is important to 

one person may not matter to another.

Take, for instance, the circumstances of 

two unique city dwellers. City Dweller A is 

single, prefers a pedestrian lifestyle and craves 

a maintenance-free home. City Dweller B is 

raising a family with children in school, com-

mutes to a job in the suburbs and considers 

real estate a smart investment. 

City Dweller B will be concerned with 

property values and the price of gas, while 

these issues will not factor into the budget 

for City Dweller A. Likewise, rental rates are 

of no consequence to City Dweller B. So 

when looking at statistics for various cities, 

circumstances often filter that data to make it 
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Cost of  L iv ing Compar i sons

applicable to various demographics. 

That said, analyzing a cost of living com-

parison between cities will help you deter-

mine what it takes to maintain your standard 

of living from one place to another. Pamela 

Villarreal, a policy analyst at the National 

Center for Policy Analysis in Dallas, Texas, 

gives the example of moving from Houston to 

New York City. While the move may indeed 

come with a significant salary boost, she 

reminds us that we also need to consider if 

the property values are similar in New York; if 

not, the decision will be if you are willing to 

settle for less house for the same money after 

the move. 

Most experts recommend conducting 

a city specific comparison rather than just 

comparing states, as metro areas within a 

state can vary widely. Using website calcula-

tors like those available at www.payscale.com 

can help fill in the blanks that we may not 

think of when considering a move. Experts 

by l isa al len

THE TOP fIvE bEST 
PLaCES TO LIvE 

fOr 2011

1. Eden Prairie, MN

2. Columbia/Ellicott City, MD

3. Newton, Ma

4. bellevue, Wa

5. McKinney, TX 

according to CNN Money 2010

Continued on next page
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also recommend a cost of living comparison, 

rather than simply a salary comparison, when 

considering a move. Salary comparisons do 

not take into account variables such as com-

mute time, quality of life and other factors 

that will affect salary.

Every year CNN Money releases a list of 

best places to live, which takes into account 

the overall cost of living as well as housing 

prices and commute times. The top five 

for 2011 include Eden Prairie, Minnesota; 

Columbia/Ellicott City, Maryland; Newton, 

Massachusetts; Bellevue, Washington; and 

McKinney, Texas. 

While it’s fun to peruse lists of where to 

live, the most important factor sometimes is 

determining how the cost of living of a new 

place compares to your current location. For 

example, according to the website 

www.bestplaces.net, the cost of living in Dal-

las is 12 percent more expensive than Kansas 

City. Utility fees are the deciding factor, with 

average utility costs at 23 percent higher in 

Dallas than in Kansas City. To put it in better 

perspective, a salary of $400,000 in Kansas 

City is equal to a salary of $446,030 in Dallas.

Sometimes those practical points 

outweigh the lovely amenities that geography 

offers. The sun and sand of California comes 

with a price tag that might shock anyone not 

accustomed to California’s high cost of living. 

2011 MSN Real Estate Most Livable 

Bargain Markets recently released a report 

listing the top 10 most livable and affordable 

places to live. Rochester, New York; Sioux 

City, Iowa; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Waterloo 

and Cedar Falls, Iowa; Lafayette, Indiana; 

Ann Arbor, Michigan; Logan, Utah; Lincoln, 

Nebraska; Fort Worth and Arlington, Texas; 

and Fayetteville, Arkansas, get top billing for 

their combination of an affordable cost of 

living, location, stable economies, low crime 

rates and unemployment rates lower than 

most of the country. 

Of course, there are factors about a loca-

tion that can’t be scaled. The culture, how 

friendly people are and whether or not a place 

feels like home will require a gut check rather 

than an online calculator. ■
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Many of us equate the last quarter of the year with holidays 

and festivities, which usually brings obligatory travel to visit 

relatives to share holiday spirit. Options abound, however, 

for snow-loving families who get the travel bug and crave mounds of 

the fluffy white stuff to play in.

Even for families who live in areas that are accustomed to snow, 

it might not seem like a vacation to stick close to home. But the 

combination of white flakes and unfamiliar locales can be exotic in 

its own right, especially if you plan ahead. Snow in the city can be a 

magical thing, especially in metropolitan areas like New York City, 

Chicago and Minneapolis. With horse-drawn carriages, twinkling 

lights lining the streets and window displays elaborate enough to 

mesmerize adults and children, a stroll through the city is never more 

beautiful than when covered in white.

If skiing is closer to your idea of fun, the Travel Channel calls 

Beaver Creek, Colorado, its favorite snow destination. Family friendly, 

the area is just that with a resort that offers a ski school, a nursery for 

babies and homey comforts like fresh-baked cookies every afternoon. 

Kids can even make crafts and whip up a batch of snow ice cream for 

late-night snacks. Aspen also boasts a bevy of ski schools, ice skating 

opportunities and homespun comforts like s’mores and campfire tales. 

Park City, Utah, is a favorite destination for snow aficionados. 

While often cited as a favorite of celebrities, it also boasts unique fam-

ily activities and affordable options for the entire family to sleep and 

ski right on the mountain. Interestingly enough, one resort organizes 

a panel of “snow mamas” who share vacation and ski tips on every-
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Love Snow?

“aspen also boasts a bevy 
of ski schools, ice skating 

opportunities and homespun 
comforts like s’mores and 

campfire tales.”

by l isa al lenbest  P laces to Tr ave l
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“You should investigate each 
suggestion thoroughly to make 
sure the activities and amenities 
mentioned are still offered at 
the time you wish to travel. ”
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thing from packing to ski techniques and field specific questions from 

inquisitive parents.

Even though most people wouldn’t think of Arizona when 

they are wishing for snow, Mount Lemmon in the Santa Catalina 

Mountains, located in the Coronado National Forest north of Tucson, 

enjoys approximately 180 inches of snow annually. Perhaps the best 

part is that after a relatively short, stunning drive, you are back in the 

warm climate of Tucson. 

Lake Tahoe, which borders the states of California and Nevada, 

is a year-round destination but particularly beautiful during the 

winter months, and gets as much as 360 inches of snowfall in a year. 

Hershey, Pennsylvania, is home to a Candyland event and the entire 

town sparkles with lights. And the national parks of Yellow Stone and 

Yosemite are breathtaking and crisp in the winter months.

Of course, trying to guarantee the weather during any time of 

the year can be a hit or miss game. But if you are looking for as close 

to a guarantee as Mother Nature is willing to give, head to Caribou, 

Maine. According to the National Climatic Data Center, there is 

a promising 97 percent chance of snow on the ground in Caribou 

at Christmastime. In fact, there’s a 57 percent chance there will be 

10 inches or more of it. Caribou, located 150 miles from Maine’s 

Atlantic coast and 12 miles south of New Brunswick, Canada, receives 

about 110 inches of snow each year and is a popular destination for 

snowmobilers and cross-country skiers.

The National Climatic Data Center says there is a 93 percent 

chance you’ll find at least one inch of snow in Montpelier, Vermont, 

on Christmas day and a 41 percent chance the snow will be at least 10 

inches deep. As the smallest state capital in the nation, you also get to 

experience the charm of small town life.

Mt. Washington, New Hampshire, enjoys a 93 percent chance of 

at least one inch of snow for Christmas and a 27 percent chance the 

snow will be 10 inches deep. Sporting ski peaks, cross-country trails, 

outlet stores, sleigh rides and a variety of inns and hotels, there’s likely 

to be something to interest every member of the family.

Rounding out the National Climatic Data Center’s top five list, 

Augusta, Maine, reports a 90 percent chance of snow for Christmas 

and a 21 percent chance of 10 inches or more. Less than a three-hour 

drive from Boston, Augusta enjoys a central location that fosters explo-

ration of Maine’s coastal and inland areas.

Remember to plan your trips early to grab the best deals. You 

should investigate each suggestion thoroughly to make sure the activi-

ties and amenities mentioned are still offered at the time you wish to 

travel. ■

“remember to plan your trips 
early to grab the best deals.”
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Pet ownership can be one of the most rewarding experiences in a 

person’s life. Each pet has its own temperament and individual-

ity that sets them apart from others. Animals, particularly cats 

and dogs, can develop very meaningful relationships with their owners. 

Because of the enjoyment that can be gained through pet ownership, 

many people make the decision to purchase a pet without fully consid-

ering the amount of responsibility that they are taking on. 

If you are considering, or have already purchased your first pet, 

here are some things you should be providing as a responsible pet 

owner.

A SAFE, CLEAN HOME

Make sure your pet has their own space that is safe and clean. Pet 

enclosures are created as much for the pet’s protection as they are for 

the protection of the home of the owner. Cages for animals like birds, 

fish and rodents need to be cleaned regularly to keep your pets healthy 

and your home from smelling like a pet shop.

HEALTHCARE

Pets are living creatures. They need immunizations and regular 

visits to their ‘doctors’ just like humans do. Veterinary care can be ex-

pensive, so be sure you are willing and able to take on those financial 

responsibilities for the pet before you purchase it.

BIRTH CONTROL 

Unplanned pregnancies happen even more often in pets than 

they do with humans, and condoms are not an option. A responsible 

pet owner will have their dogs and cats spayed or neutered if they are 

not planning on breeding. According to the American Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA), 60 to 70 percent of the 

dogs and cats that end up in shelters across the U.S. are euthanized 

each year. Don’t make the mistake of assuming that you will be able 

to find homes for all your puppies or kittens. There are already many 

more pets available than there are homes willing to adopt them.

NURTURE AND ExERCISE

Pets require a time commitment from their owners. Reptiles, fish 

and birds require little more than physical care, but dogs and cats need 

more than just regular feedings. And remember, the bigger the dog, 

the more room they will need for exercise. 
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How to be a 
respons ible 
Pet  Owner
by kathleen m. krueger

TRAINING  

Dogs and cats need to learn what is expected of them, inside and 

outside the home. Although training courses are often referred to as 

‘obedience’ classes for the pet, they are really about training the pet 

owner how to communicate their expectations to their pet. Even for 

those who have learned how to communicate with their pets, it still 

takes time and patience to train your pet to respond appropriately. 

Enrolling in one of these training courses is a wise investment of time 

and money for any dog owner.

DAILY CARE 

As a pet owner, it is your responsibility to educate yourself on the 

daily care needs of your pets. This includes finding out which foods are 

the best choices for your pet and how much and how often they should 

be fed. You will need to learn about and provide for their grooming 

needs such as dental care, bathing, nail clipping and brushing of their 

fur.

MUNICIPAL ORDINANCES 

Every city has their own set of pet ordinances. It is important for 

pet owners to know what these are and how they relate to their own 

pets. These ordinances usually cover such items as licensing, vac-



cinations, barking dogs, leash laws and what types of animals may be 

housed within the city limits and under what conditions. They will also 

generally require dog owners to take responsibility for collecting and 

disposing of their dog’s fecal deposits that are left on any other property 

other than their own. Your local pet shop will be able to supply you 

with the necessary tools for this not so pleasant task.

TRAVEL 

Everyone travels away from home at sometime. It may just be 

overnight, or it may be for a longer period of time. Regardless of how 

long you will be away, as a pet owner, you will need to provide suit-

able care for your pet while you are away from home. That may mean 

boarding them in a kennel, finding a suitable pet sitter or taking them 

with you.  Each of these choices has their own challenges involved.

Pet ownership does have a lot of responsibilities that go along 

with the joy of having a pet as a companion in your home, but that 

shouldn’t discourage you from owning a pet. There are so many won-

derful dogs, cats and other types of animals that need a home where 

they will be loved and well cared for. If you’re considering bringing 

a pet into your home, simply educate yourself on the responsibilities 

involved before making the decision. An informed decision is most 

often a wise decision. ■
The information for this article can be found at 

http://www.aspca.org/about-us/faq/pet-statistics.aspx.
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So, I was watching a segment on Good Morning America the 

other day about a book called Dear Me… A Letter to My 

16-Year-Old Self. Oh, if only we knew then what we know now, 

right? I started thinking about what I’d say to that tall, late-bloomer 

with permed hair, big bangs and way too many insecurities…

Dear 16-year-old Jennifer, Jenn, Jenny (Just stick with Jenny, it’ll 

sound good on the radio later),

Your parents went through a nasty divorce eight years ago. It 

rocked your world. You hate being shuffled back and forth from house 

to house. You hate listening to your parents bad-mouth each other. You 

love them both—why can’t they accept that? Hang in there. One day 

you’ll have your own little family with your own beautiful home and 

you won’t have to listen to it anymore.

You tried out for cheerleading the first time and didn’t make it. 

You were devastated by it because your best friend Bonnie did make 

it and you feel like you ‘lost her’ to all of her other new cheerleader 

friends. Keep practicing because you’ll make it the next time…in fact, 

you’ll go on to cheer for four years and you’ll even be captain of the 

squad your senior year.

Speaking of friends…when you’re 36, you won’t know Bonnie or 

any of the other girls you run around with now. But, you’ll be able to 

catch up with them and laugh about all of it later on this thing called 

Facebook. 

Ahh, boys. You have a serious crush on Chris. He doesn’t even 

know your name or look your way. He likes girls like Christy who are 

much more physically…developed. Well, don’t let it crush you too 

hard because when you’re 27 you’re going to meet the hottest guy 

you’ve ever seen in your life and he’ll ask you to marry him when 

you’re 30. Oh, and by the way, when you’re in your 20’s, you’ll meet an 

awesome plastic surgeon who will take care of the other part!

You love listening to Casey Kasem’s Top 40 countdown every 

weekend. You’re kind of obsessed with music in general. Yep, there’s 

a way to make a career out of that passion…don’t let anyone tell you 

otherwise.

You fight with your sister, roll your eyes at your mother’s advice 

and think you’ll be stuck in this small town forever. But, I promise you, 

she’ll become your best friend, you’ll realize that mom’s advice is good 

stuff and oh, the places you’ll go…■
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Jus t  Say in ’ ...
by jenny matthews    |    photography by allyson cheney

Jenny Matthews is Mix 93.3’s radio darling! She 
is the host of ‘The Jenny Matthews Show’ and 

has been happily married for five years to 
caller number 9 (... ask her about that sometime!) 
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Age:  29

OccupAtiOn:  President/Owner of Pieroguys Pierogies LLC

WhAt is yOur fAvOrite mOvie? 

Tough question...I would have to say Godfather 1.

WhAt is yOur fAvOrite type Of fOOd? 

Definitely Asian or Italian. 

WhAt mAkes yOu unique? I am me!!

tell us sOmething funny AbOut yOu? 

I have a HUGE sense of humor...does that count?

WhAt dO yOu lOOk fOr in A WOmAn? 

Humor! I like women with a laidback attitude. I want that comfortable 

feeling where we can just laugh together.

WhAt mAkes A perfect first dAte? 

Both agreeing to go on a second date!

dO yOu believe in lOve At first sight? 

Why? Yes—because I have felt it.

WhAt mAkes yOu A HERLIFE  hOttie? 
Because I have great friends that said I am. I’m flattered.

hOW dO yOu WAnt tO be cOntActed? 
Anyone can email me at sales@pieroguys.com or find me on 

Facebook.
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Kansas City BaChelor 

of the month

Frank
Gazella, Jr.

If you think you are a HerlIFe Hottie or know a HerlIFe Hottie, please 

email Lynese at lynese@herlifemagazine.com today to be considered!

photography by kell i  higgins of studio k photography
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Tied the Knot

June 17th, 2011

Andrea Michelle 
Goldstein

by marilyn wright |  photgraphy by j . smith innovations photography
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Adam Steven 
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Andrea Michelle Goldstein, a 27-year-old native of Overland

Park, Kansas, is the daughter of Kathy and Rob Goldstein and 

the sister of Zach Goldstein. A graduate of Blue Valley North 

High School in 2003, Andrea began her life’s journey as a ballerina 

at a young age. Her passion for dance grew from the age of 3 through 

adulthood. After graduating high school, Andrea received a scholar-

ship to attend the University of Utah in Salt Lake City. It was in the 

university’s ballet department that she continued to pursue her love for 

dance. While attending the “U,” she had  a number of opportunities to 

perform and choreograph, as well as dance with the Utah Contempo-

rary Ballet, and The Spirit and Truth Dance Company. She graduated 

in 2007 with a BFA in Ballet Performance and Teaching and a minor 

in Nutrition. After graduation, she moved back to Overland Park, 

Kansas, where she performed with  Störling Dance Theatre at the 

Culture House located in Olathe, Kansas. After dancing three years 

with Störling, Andrea returned to school to pursue a career in Physi-

cal Therapy. In addition to attending classes, she continued dancing, 

teaching dance and participating in various dance projects.  

Adam Steven Wolfe, a 27-year-old native of Salt Lake City, Utah, 

attended school in Salt Lake City and graduated from the University of 

Utah in May of 2011 with a Doctorate of Pharmacy. He is the son of 

Wendy and Steven Wolfe, and the brother of Rachel Connett and Amy 

Davis. 

While in college, he began pursuing Andrea with carefully 

planned conversations and “chance” encounters near his on-campus 

housing. To make a good impression on her, he learned the way into 

a sorority girl’s heart. He often brought her candy, stuffed animals and 

dinner. Not long after meeting the love of his life, Adam was accepted 

into Pharmacy School at the “U.” He and Andrea maintained their 

relationship even after Andrea graduated and returned to Overland 
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brother, Zach Goldstein; the groom’s brother-in-law, William Connett; 

and the groom’s father, Steven Wolfe.

 Andrea was especially happy that her grandmother and aunt from 

Honolulu, as well as her aunt from England, were able to travel long 

distances to attend the couple’s wedding. The ceremony was unique 

because the tradition of “breaking the glass” in Jewish weddings was 

incorporated into the otherwise Christian ceremony. 

A reception followed at Deer Creek Golf Club.  After the guests 

were seated for dinner, the bride’s brother said a marriage blessing, and 

the bride’s father said a blessing over the wine in Hebrew. A special 

dance that Andrea had choreographed was also performed by one of 

her ballet students. 

The three tiered classic wedding cake complemented the 

elegantly decorated Deer Creek Golf Club.  It was elevated in a bed 

of flowers, and embellished with a band of Victorian scroll work 

encircling each tier of white and chocolate cake. The groom’s cake 

was uniquely designed to look like a pharmacy bottle, with the groom’s 

name, the pharmacy school from which he graduated, and the date of 

his graduation. 

The floral arrangements consisted of white hydrangeas and 

varieties of white and red roses. The centerpieces at each table were 

designed with a square glass beveled plate that contained a tall vase in 

the center with forever young roses. Each glass plate had four votives 

surrounding the center vase with flowers floating in the glass square.  

Burgundy and champagne satin chair covers complemented the colors 

in the bridesmaids’ dresses, and champagne pearls delicately adorned 

the burgundy table runners.

The bride and groom stayed at the Sheraton in Overland Park the 

evening after their wedding. The next day they began the two-day road 

trip to Chapel Hill, North Carolina, accompanied by Lucy, Andrea’s 

adorable black lab. Since Adam’s residency at UNC began the Mon-

day following their marriage, the couple postponed their honeymoon 

until late August. ■

Park. 

The summer of 2010, Adam traveled from Utah to Kansas to 

complete a six-week rotation for pharmacy school. After complet-

ing this rotation, he needed to return to the University of Utah and 

Andrea didn’t want him to drive back to school alone. This is when she 

decided to make the two-day drive back to Salt Lake with him. After 

the first day of driving, Adam and Andrea spent the night in Colorado. 

The next day, shortly after leaving the bed and breakfast where they 

had stayed, Adam pulled his car over to the side of the road. It was 

here that he said to Andrea,“This is really a unique place. It is the exact 

midway point between Kansas City and Utah. Since we’ve spent half 

of our relationship together, and the other half long distance, I think 

this is a special spot. This town just happens to be called Last Chance, 

Colorado, and this is my last chance to ever find happiness.” Then 

he got on one knee and asked, “Will you marry me?” Surprised and 

excited, Andrea answered, “Of course.” After his unique proposal, he 

placed an engagement ring on Andrea’s finger. A few months prior to 

their marriage, Adam was accepted as a resident at the University of 

North Carolina.  

     Surrounded by friends and family, the couple was married on 

Friday, June 17th, 2011, at Church of the Resurrection’s Wesley Cov-

enant Chapel in Leawood, Kansas. Rachel Connett, the groom’s sister, 

was the matron of honor. Laura Evers, a close friend of the bride, was 

the maid of honor. Kate Moreng and Meghan McCarthy, also close 

friends of the bride, were the bridesmaids. The best man was Ryan 

Herde, a friend of the groom, and the groomsmen were the bride’s 

“This town just happens to be 
called Last Chance, Colorado, 
and this is my last chance to 

ever find happiness.”
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Heartland Men’s Chorus 
Presents: Holiday Glee
Location: Folly Theater

300 W 12th St., Kansas City, MO  

Dates: 12/2/11-12/4/11

times: 8pm, Fri-Sat.; 4pm, Sun

DetaiLs: ‘Tis the season for HMC’s hugely 

popular holiday concert! This year, we’re tak-

ing our cue from the hit television show Glee, 

presenting fun production numbers, and a 

hopeful, joyful, mirthful, merry celebration of 

the holidays.

DECEMBER 3
C.W. Parker Carousel 
Museum’s Small Mall 
For Children  
Location: C.W. Parker Carousel Museum

320 S. Esplanade, Leavenworth, KS 

Dates: 12/3/11-12/4/11

times: Dec. 3rd, 9-5pm; Dec. 4th, 10am-

4pm

DetaiLs: Children ages 3 to 13 years old are 

invited to do their own holiday shopping in 

a safe and secure environment. Parents pay 

$2, $4 or $6 for each person on the child’s 

list. Volunteers, dressed as elves, guide each 

child with their gift selections and all gifts are 

then wrapped, labeled and ready to be placed 

under the tree. To complete their shopping 

experience each child receives a free ride 

on the 1913 carousel, (great photo op) a 

small bag of reindeer food and admission to 

the Kid’s Craft Corner.  Parents can enjoy 

complimentary hot chocolate and browse 

through the craft gift shop and baked goods 

available for purchase while they wait for their 

little shopper.  For additional information visit 

www.firstcitymuseums.org, email 

cyndi1536@yahoo.com or call 913-683-2434. 

DECEMBER 1
Holidays at Briarcliff Village 
Location: Briarcliff Village

Date: 12/1/11

time: 6pm-8pm

DetaiLs: Get into the Holiday Spirit with 

the Dickens Carolers and great buys for the 

holidays! Check out and vote for the best 

holiday wreaths in the windows and bid on 

your favorite one in the silent auction. 

www.briarcliffvillagekc.com for more details.

Spirit of Christmas Past 
Heritage Homes Tour
Location: 1500 N. Liberty, 313 W. Pacific 

and 217 N. Main, Independence, MO

Dates: 12/1/11-12/30/11 (closed 12/23/11-

12/25/11)

times: 10-4 Mon.-Sat., 1-4 Sun.

DetaiLs: )  See the Vaile Mansion, 1500 N. 

Liberty (Whimsical Victorian  Christmas), the  

Bingham-Waggoner Estate, ( A Woodland 

Christmas) 313 W. Pacific  and the Marshal’s 

Home at the 1859 Jail, 217 N. Main, all deco-

rated for the holidays. $15 for all three homes, 

or $6 per home for adults, $2 for children,  if 

toured individually. 816-461-3491 or 

www.visitindependence.com.

Resilience Workshop 
Location: Kansas City Cancer Center-

South, 1000 E. 101st Terrace, Kansas City

Date: 12/1/11

time: 1pm-2pm

DetaiLs: If you’re not born with resilience, 

learn it! The skills for managing the stress 

and changes that accompany cancer or other 

illnesses will be outlined in this free, com-

munity wellness program from Kansas City 

Cancer Center in partnership with Turning 

Point: The Center for Hope and Healing. For 
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Calendar of  Events
NOTE: All calendar events must be received by December 5th for the January issue and adhere to our guidelines.  
E-mail casey@herlifemagazine.com for guidelines to submit entries.

more information and/or to make the required 

reservation, call Sami Papacek at 913-577-

5834 or visit 

www.kccancercenter.com/wellness.

DECEMBER 2
PJ Party with St. Nick
Location: Zona Rosa

8640 N Dixson Ave., Kansas City, MO  

Date: 12/2/11

time: 6pm

DetaiLs: Santa Claus makes his formal 

arrival at Zona Rosa with a fun pajama party 

for children at The Grove on the lower level 

beneath Marshalls. Families are invited to 

participate in this free, holiday event featuring 

storytime with Mrs. Claus, milk and cookies, 

and fun and entertainment for the whole 

family.

30th Annual Weston 
Candlelight Homes Tour
Location: Downtown Weston

526 Main St., Weston, MO 

Dates: 12/2/11-12/4/11

times: 5-8:30pm, Fri.; Noon-8pm, Sat.; 

Noon-7pm, Sun. 

DetaiLs: Enjoy ‘all the best’ of Weston’s 30 

years of Candlelight Homes Tours. For this 

anniversary tour, five beautifully decorated 

and historic homes and one loft will open 

their doors to visitors. The townspeople of 

Weston are planning a celebration to remem-

ber. If you have been to a tour in the past, or 

just thought about it, you’ll want to be part of 

this singular event. In the glow of candlelight 

you will be swept back in time as you experi-

ence great food, lovely music and carolers. 



Whoville Holidays
Location:  The City Market

20 E 5th St., Kansas City, MO

Dates: 12/3/11, 12/10/11, 12/17/11

time: 11am-2pm 

DetaiLs: Bring your camera and to have 

your photo taken with The Grinch! Chil-

dren’s fun in the Whoville Activity area too. 

Bring a non-perishable canned good item to 

benefit Harvesters.

Mayor’s Holiday Carnival 
Location: Sermon Community Center

201 N. Dodgion, Independence, MO

Date: 12/3/11

time: 9am-noon 

DetaiLs: Face painting, carnival games, 

moonwalks, visits with Santa Claus, door 

prizes and giveaways for those who play the 

games. Free. 816-325-7370 or 

www.ci.independence.mo.us
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DECEMBER 6
Kappa Holiday Homes Tour
Location: Homestead Country Club

Dates: 12/6/11-12/7/11

times: Tour times: 12/6  4pm-8pm; 

12/7  10am-8pm. Gourmet shop times: 

12/6  2pm-8pm; 12/7 10am-8pm

DetaiLs: The tour will showcase exceptional 

homes decked out for the holidays by amaz-

ing floral designers to benefit local charities 

and the Kappa Kappa Gamma Foundation. 

The tour also includes a gourmet shop at 

Homestead Country Club featuring vendors, 

homemade baked goods, limited edition Tour 

ornaments designed by Irma Starr and the 

Kappa’s own Roasterie coffee blend, Kappa 

Koffee. Join us in support of Head Start of 

Shawnee Mission, The Health Partnership 

and the Kappa Foundation this December for 

another wonderful tour - our diamond tour. 

Buy tickets in advance for $20 at 

17th Annual Sugar Plum 
Fairy Luncheon - Benefit for 
Kansas City Ballet School
Location: Westin Crown Center

2450 Grand Blvd., Kansas City, MO  

Date: 12/3/11

time: 10:30am 

DetaiLs: Guests will revel in the vibrant and 

delicious Kingdom of Sweets at the Westin 

Hotel in downtown Kansas City. Enjoy shop-

ping for unique holiday gifts at the Silent 

Auction and Nutcracker Market and dine on 

a delicious three-course lunch. The enchant-

ing Sugar Plum Fairy and her friends will 

delight guests with a swirl of dancing and so 

much more! After the luncheon, gather with 

family and friends for the 2:00 p.m. matinee 

of Kansas City Ballet’s The Nutcracker at the 

new Kauffman Center for the Performing 

Arts. Luncheon tickets range from $70 for a 

child up to $1,500 for a table of 10 and are on 

sale beginning October 24, 2011. Each child 

will receive a complimentary photo with the 

Sugar Plum Fairy.
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www.KappaHomesTour.com or any local Hen 

House Market. Tickets are $25 at the door. 

More information available at 

www.KappaHomesTour.com.

DECEMBER 7
Get Energized! An Intro 
to Wellness for the Cancer 
Survivor
Location: Kansas City Cancer Center 

(KCCC)-Southwest

12200 W. 110th St., Overland Park, KS

Date: 12/7/11

time: 11am-12:15pm

DetaiLs: Deal with cancer-related fatigue 

head-on! And end up with better daily energy. 

If you or someone you love is a cancer survi-

vor, gain the tips and tools to get stronger, feel 

better and reduce the overall risk of cancer 

recurrence and other diseases. Free and open 

to the community, this class also will meet 

this month at KCCC-East (11 a.m.-12:15 

p.m., Dec. 8); KCCC-North (11 a.m.-12:15 

p.m., Dec. 14); and KCCC-South (1-2:15 

p.m., Dec. 15). For more information and/or 

to make the required reservation, call Sami 

Papacek at 913-577-5834 or visit 

www.kccancercenter.com/wellness.  

DECEMBER 8
Holidays for Harvesters 
Fashion Show
Location: Dillards District, Zona Rosa

Kansas City, MO

Date: 12/8/11

time: 6:30pm  

DetaiLs: Enjoy drinks & appetizer and 20 

percent off at Apricot Lane Zona Rosa. 

DECEMBER 9
Corkscrews and Canvas
Location: Gallery Off Broadway

101 S Main, Excelsior Springs, MO 

Date: 12/9/11

time: 8pm-10pm

DetaiLs: Local artist Kathleen Fenton brings 

out the artistic side of everyone in this fun 

evening of painting and wine. She provides 

the art supplies and you bring a bottle of wine. 

Look Good: Feel Better
Location: Kansas City Cancer Center 

(KCCC)-East, 4881 NE Goodview Circle, 

Lee’s Summit, MO

Date: 12/9/11

time: 10am-noon

DetaiLs: Want to learn how to look your 

best, even while undergoing cancer treat-

ment? Cosmetology professionals will lead 

this American Cancer Society program. Free 

and open to the community, “Look Good: 

Feel Better” is offered by Kansas City Cancer 

Center. For more information and/or to make 

the required reservation, call Sami Papacek at 

913-577-5834 or visit 

www.kccancercenter.com/wellness. 
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Fr. Thomas Curran, KCAI President Dr. 

Jacqueline Chanda, De La Salle Education 

Center’s Exec. Dir. Mark Williamson, Fr. 

Paisius Altschul, the Rev. Donna Simon, 

Alice Ellison, Brenda Thomas and Mary Kay 

McPhee. Champagne reception to follow.  

Tickets are $20 - general admission and $15 

for students and seniors and available at 

Brown Paper Tickets or at the door. 

DECEMBER 16
Kansas City Symphony 
Presents “Christmas 
Festival”
Location: Kauffman Center for the 

Performing Arts, 1601 Broadway, 

Kansas City, MO 

Dates: 12/16/11-12/18/11

times: 8pm, Fri.; 1pm, 8pm, Sat.; 2:30pm, 

6pm, Sun.  

DetaiLs: Kansas City’s grandest holiday con-

cert returns for five performances. The Sym-

phony and Chorus present stunning musical 

arrangements of cherished Christmas carols 

and songs of the season, and welcome exciting 

guest singers and musicians for a healthy dose 

of Christmas cheer. Plus, an early visit from 

Santa! Sponsored by Helzberg Diamonds.

Englewood Art Walk
Location: 10900 E. Winner Road

Independence, MO

Date: 12/16/11

time: 5pm-9pm  

DetaiLs: Seven galleries in the Englewood 

Station Shopping District, Winner and 

Sterling Roads open their doors to art lovers. 

See artists in action, demonstrations and live 

music, refreshments and a chance to get up 

close and personal with locally produced 

prints, photography, oils, sculpture, jewelry, 

mixed media and more. 816-252-3372.

DECEMBER 17
ArtFleaKC Market
Location: ArtsTech Center, 16th and 

Holmes, Downtown Kansas City, MO 

Date: 12/17/11

time: 10am-3pm  

DetaiLs: ArtsTech presents the fourth year 

of ArtFleaKC Market in the Crossroads Art 

District.  The Art Flea is a unique venue 

for buying local art priced from $1 to $50. 

Local creatives will bring in a rotating stock 

of incredible deals on emerging designers’ 

clothing, jewelry, fine art, handmade items, 

soaps and lotions, handbags, accessories, 

kitsch, crafts, vintage finds and more.  Join 

us on third Saturdays to find incredible deals 

and support your community!  Free to Enter, 

Free to Park. ArtsTech Center 1522 Holmes, 

Kansas City, MO 64108, 816-402-0201 

www.artfleakc.com.

DECEMBER 10
2nd Saturday - Girl’s Day 
Downtown
Location: Downtown Leavenworth

518 Shawnee, Leavenworth, KS

Date: 12/10/11

time: 10am  

DetaiLs: Fashion shows, Spa Day, Haymar-

ket Flea Market.

Second Saturday
Location: Downtown Weston

526 Main St., Weston, MO 

Date: 12/10/11

time: 4pm-7pm  

DetaiLs: Stroll into Unique Shops & Galler-

ies for late night shopping and enjoy in-store 

Specials, Local Wine and Beer, Food Samples 

and Live Entertainment. Have fun with us 

every Second Saturday...shops open late in 

downtown Weston.

DECEMBER 20
Parent College: 
Winning the Toddler War 
Location: Pediatrics Conference Room 

The University of Kansas Hospital’s Pediatric 

Urgent Care, 7301 Mission Road, Suite 350, 

Prairie Village, KS

Date: 12/20/11

time: 5:30pm-7pm

DetaiLs: Is there a battle over eating, bed-

time and other toddler stuff at your house? 

Learn about “Winning the Toddler War” in 

The University of Kansas Hospital’s Decem-

ber Parent College program. The hospital’s 

Jennifer Dioszeghy, MD, will provide 

answers. This free, community program is 

part of the hospital’s monthly Parent College 

series. Space is limited; registration is required 

by calling 913-588-1227 or visiting 

www.kumed.com/bewell.

                                            

DECEMBER 11
Lessons & Carols for 
St. Mark
Location: Mark Hope & Peace 

Lutheran Church, 

3800 Troost Avenue, Kansas City, MO  

Date: 12/11/11

time: 3pm-5pm  

DetaiLs: The Friends of St. Mark (in 

partnership with Tulips on Troost) is offer-

ing its 2nd Annual Lessons and Carols with 

Octarium to benefit the Friends of St. Mark 

and to encourage transformation along Troost 

Avenue. Octarium and nine community lead-

ers are donating their time and talents to this 

contemplative service which includes short 

readings by Walter Burghardt, Madeleine 

L’Engle, Dom Helder Camara, Peter Chryso-

logus and Julia Esquivel. Also included in the 

program are two anonymous works: a poem 

from Argentina, Che Jesus, and the Aztec 

Story of the Nativity. Joining the event to read 

the lessons this season are UMKC Chancellor 

Leo Morton, Rockhurst University President 
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DECEMBER 31
New Year’s Eve Bash!
Location: Kansas City Power & Light 

District, 13th & Walnut Sts., Kansas City, MO  

Date: 12/31/11

time: 9pm-3am

DetaiLs: Make your plans now or make 

them later - just make sure they include the 

New Year’s Eve Bash! Start with dinner at 

one of the Power & Light District’s amaz-

ing restaurants like Bristol Seafood Grill, 

Maker’s Mark Bourbon House & Lounge, 801 

Chophouse, Drunken Fish Sushi Restaurant 

& Lounge and more! Then head over to KC 

Live for the annual festivities and drinks! KC 

Live’s 4th Annual New Year’s Eve Bash will 

feature all your favorites - deejays, laser shows, 

our ‘Times Square’ ball drop at midnight and 

most infamously our CASH CONFETTI! 

Don’t forget, KC Live is covered with a huge 

canopy and it’s heated with overhead heaters, 

fire pits and floor lamps. More details to 

come. The KC Live Party is FREE to attend, 

but you must be 21 or older. Party starts at 

9pm and we party til the morning! 

DECEMBER 22
Holiday Ice Skating 
Location: Independence Events Center 

19100 E. Valley View Drive

Independence, MO 

Dates: 12/22/11-12/24/11 and 

12/26/11-12/30/11

times: For hours, call 816-442-6128 or go 

to www.IndependenceEventsCenter.com/

Community-Ice  

DetaiLs: Bring the entire family out to enjoy 

ice skating in a wintry wonderland, with 

holiday music, decorations of the season, 

twinkling lights, hot cocoa and appearances 

by Santa. Benefit for the Marion Hope Center 

for children. Prices for resident adults are $5, 

children 12 and under $3 and seniors 55 and 

over $3. Skate rental is $2 per person. Non-

residents are $6 for adults, $4 for children and 

$4 for seniors.
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by john sandbach 

Things can happen faster now than we might think and if we focus on our goals we will find 

ourselves moving along toward them at a faster and faster clip. This is a month for giving up 

old ideas that don’t work and trying to get into a simpler more natural way of approaching life. 

There’s no reason for sadness now, unless we are overly attached to the past. The freshness of the 

present can alleviate all feelings of sorrow and the potentials of “now” can open up exciting new worlds.

Scorpio 
(October 23-November 21):
You are far more sensitive than usual this month and 
you need to protect yourself from others’ lack of under-
standing. Hang out with people who support you and 
who see who you really are and what you need. You 
may be more aware than ever of others’ irrationality 
and may inadvertently push their emotional buttons. 
If this happens clear up the conflict right away and be 
gentle and humble. That will most surely smooth the 
situation.

Sagittarius 
(November 22-December 21):
You have so much to give now. Subconsciously people 
realize this and are looking to you to bask in your light. 
Give it to them—tell them what you think, give them 
support and let yourself blatantly shine. There is so 
much going on under the surface now and you know 
it and can positively use it. Make friends and allies 
now—unify your energies with others and later you 
will enjoy the fruits of this.

 Capricorn 
(December 22-January 19):   
You may feel like people don’t understand you at some 
deep level, and this is probably true. Don’t worry about 
it. You need to go your own way and do your own thing 
and if you do this, it will bring you much peace and 
gratification. This is a time of working on your own 
ego and self-assurance and to learn more about how to 
get positive support from within rather than trying to 
get it from outside sources.

Aquarius 
(January 21-February 18): 
You are surrounded now by a richness of opportunity 
and the question is what to do with all of it. First of all, 
collect it all together and think about it. Don’t make 
any sudden moves or commit yourself to anything you 
might regret later. This is a time of discovery for you 
and for obtaining information that is very important to 
you. You’re putting things together like a puzzle and 
the picture being formed is beautiful.

 Pisces 
(February 19-March 20):  
Confining situations need to go now. You need to get 
out of them. Your life needs renewal and it is ready for 
it. You’ve put lots of feelers out there and rest assured, 
some of them are going to bear fruit. Don’t fret over 
the past—let it go. Whatever enters your life now 
is there to help you grow, and even though dealing 
with it may seem awkward, you’ll get your bearings 
soon and everything will then flow along much more 
smoothly. 

 Aries 
(March 21-April 19):
You may be trying to figure things out and understand 
what’s going on and that may not be easy. But your 
powers of analysis and detection are stronger than 
usual, so keep at your efforts. If you get more organized 
you will feel better on all levels and be able to get 
much more done. Don’t let people rile you up. Stick 
to your own tasks and agendas, and above all protect 
your own interests.

Taurus
(April 20-May 20):
If you will really think about it you will see that you 
have all the answers inside you. All you need to filter 
out is the static and the incoming messages that will 
become clear. Don’t be overly influenced by what 
others tell you or their advice. Protect yourself from 
all sorts of distracting influences and so much will 
become obvious to you. Any darkness around you is 
dispersing—try to help that process along.

 Gemini 
(May 21-June 21): 
If you’ll take care of other people, they will take care 
of you. Think of what you can do for them and then 
do it, and if you need their help ask for it. There are 
some hidden meanings behind what you’re encoun-
tering now, and if you take time and are patient you 
can figure them out. Read between the lines and 
realize that when others talk to you there may be a 
hidden subtext in what they’re saying.

 Cancer 
(June 22-July 22):  
You have experienced some shocks now, maybe in 
the form of unexpected reactions from others, or 
sudden turns in situations. These can be fortuitous 
though, even if they seem unfortunate initially. A 
lightness of attitude is the greatest power you can 
wield now. Be friendly and joking with people, bring 
a needed levity to situations, and if something goes 
wrong don’t make a big deal out of it—it can be an 
asset in the long run.

Leo 
(July 23-August 22):
You may be trying to figure out how to do things and 
not sure of how resolve conflicts. You have to invent 
and experiment, try out new techniques to see what’s 
going to work. The old ways of proceeding just won’t 
work now, so move on to other modes of operation. 
Skills you never realized you had may come forth now 
to surprise everyone—including yourself.

 Virgo 
(August 23-September 22): 
Don’t buy into others’ negativity. Follow your own path 
and focus on the positive and all will be well. It may 
be best to work alone now, and to not try to convince 
others of anything. Your whole emotional world can 
improve now because you’re in a phase of letting go of 
negative feelings. There is much power to be gained 
from looking at those things inside yourself you have 
been avoiding, so do it.

 Libra 
(September 23-October 22): 
When it’s time for things to happen, they happen and 
there can be a lot happening to you this month. Don’t 
spend a lot of time sitting around and thinking about 
things—do what you need to do and especially focus 
on those things which you’ve been putting off. Your 
actions are likely to be a good deal more effective than 
you would have expected.
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